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Social injustice has occUlTed and continues to occur in a variety of ways globally.
To ensure schools develop socially conscious and responsible citizens it is
imperative to bring an awareness of stereotypes and prejudice. discrimination.. and
human indignities and atrocities into our classrooms. By doing so. students arc
afforded the opponunity to study specifIC injustices critically and reneet on ways
they may affect change. By utilizing various genres of children's literature,
including historical fiction, biographies, and informational picture books, students
are able to connect to Ihe characters and thus empathize wlth their circumstances.
Students are guided through a three-phase implementation model of a thematic
literature unit that reflects the theme of the unit. the formal and informal curriculum
learning outcomes through learning experiences that are intratextual. intenextual.
and lived-textual using a variety oiquality learning TeSOWttS. Students arc
encouraged to examine the issues presented in the literature. respond critically and
creatively, and make informed decisions as individuals and citizens ofa democratic
society. Finally. students are invited to analyse and interpret their own world and
the worldof~ through the wealth ofquality children's literature available to
them today.
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CHAPTER I
INTROOUCTION
Background of Project
In an ever-expanding intonnalional society, images. sights. and sounds from
every comer of the earth are simply a mouse-click away for most Canadian students.
Students today have access to an incredible wealth of infonnation regarding every
conceivable topic through various forms of media including the internet, television.
radio. and newspapers and the possibilities increase daily. Some of the information to
which students have access can be disturbing. Think of the destruction that occurs as
a result of the conflict between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland. the
"ethnic cleansing" of Muslims in Bosnia, and the religious and political warfare
killing people in the Sudan which has already been devastated by drought and
famine. It is images such as these that students are subjected to daily. Students need
to be prepared to deal with these complex situations so that they are able 10 recognize
injustices that occur around them and even to them.
tn this regard. teachers need to ask the following questions: Do today's
students understand the images and messages behind the injustices to humanity
wimessed nightly? Do teachers encourage students to reflect upon the injustices and
question the motivation behind them? Does the curriculum invite students to e:<plore
their feelings and reactions to such horrors inflicted on other human beings? Do
teachers offer students opportunities to examine the kind of suppon they might
extend to help alleviate some of the injustices imposed on others either locally,
nationally. or globally?
Statement of the Problem
The document. Foundationfor the AtlantIC CanuJa Social SJuJie.'i
CUTTlculum for Primary. Elememary and Secondary (1999). issued by the Atlantic
Provinces Education Foundation (APEF) recommends that -students learn through
purposeful experiences designed around stimulating ideas. social issues. and themes-
(po 29) in order to mak~ learning meaningful. It encourages studying "truly significant
events·' (p. 29) that students should know and be able to apply to their own lives.
Further. the document promotes a thoughtful approach to inquiry in wh.ich students
assume responsibility for their own learning through ··exploration. investigation.
critical and creative thinking, problem solving. discussion and debate, decision
making, and reflection" (p. 29). Finally, Social Studies must
Consider the ethical dimensions of issues and addsess controversial
topics. It encourages consideration of opposing points of view. respect
for well-supported positions, sensitivity to cultwal similarities and
differences, and a commitment to social responsibility and action (p. 29).
These are lofty, but worthwhile key stage cuniculum leaming outcomes to be
ach.ieved by 10-1) year olds. However, it has been the writer's experience that there
is little in the way of resources provided to achieve these learning outcomes at the
elementary or junior high school level in Newfoundland and Labrador. Most of the
authorized Social Studies textbooks for Newfoundland and Labrador for these age
levels are outdated and often uninspiring, e.g.. CommunitIes Around Our World
authorized for grade: four was published in 1984 and Living In North America
prescribed for grade seven was published in 1986, Not only are these textbooks
outdated but are comprised of facts and ftgwes that do not ne<:essarily capture
students' imagination or attention. However, the most obsolete textbook in
Newfoundland and Labrador schools by me Depanment of Education listed in the
Program 0fStlldie.\' 1999-2000 is the prescribed grade nine text f:xplormg World
("ulture.~ (1977). When one reflects on the major events that have changed the face of
the global community in the past twenty years. it is difficult to understand why this
particular textbook continues to be authorized. How can teachers accomplish
mandated curriculum learning outcomes in a manner that is stimulating, interesting.
and infonnative for students? In addition, how can teachers make me issues being
studied relevant to the lives of their students?
Available and relevant learning resources that can provide students
opportunities to read and discuss past injustices and help them find their own place in
the present is children's and adolescent literature. [n particular, the literary genres of
historical fiction as well as books from the genres of picture storybooks.
infonnational books and poetry that reflects historical times and events can bring
history to life. Reading and discussing me past can help young people find their own
place in the present. Carol Lynch-Brown and Carl M. Tomlinson (1999) contend that
historical fiction brings history to life by creating captivating child and adolescent
characters in accurately described historical settings. Further, these genres provide
students wi\h the hwnan side ofhistory, making it more real and memorable.
Studying historical stories captures students' attention, excites them about the past,
and helps them understand the importance of individuals in society. According to
Temple. Maninez, Yoksla, and Naylor (1998), students who read such stories are
bener able to understand the past. By undcrstanding the plbl. they are bener able to
understand themselves. their community, their culture. and the world Students
empathize with other young people who appear to have lived lives that are seemingly
similar to their own. yet at the same time. different. Actual photographs. diary
entries. documenls, and posters enable students to realize that these long-ago events
actually happened to young people much like themselves. According to Cynthia
Mershon (1999)...teaching history through fiction breathes life into the dusty pasf'
(p. 49). She continues by stating that historical fiction expands students' appreciation
of history by being able to understand real people· s emotions. beliefs. moti ....ations.
and the effect that historical ~ents have on daily life. Kipling (as cited by Mershon,
1999) asserted that history would never be forgotten if it were taught in the fonn of
stories
Using children's and adolescent literature as a main learning resource has
been one of the primary ways teachers have attempted to communicate society's
values. Mershon (1999) conveys that '"Iiterature can reflect, illuminate. amplifY. or
call into question students' understanding of history·' (p. SI). In addition. it presents
vital human dimensions and aJlows students to acquire a deeper grasp of the meaning
and impact of these events and issues that fill traditional textbooks. Literature can
playa valuable role in sensitizing students to the realities of the lives of people who
are different from them in ethnicity. culture. religion. and socio-economic status.
Social injustice has existed since the beginning of time. One form ofsocial
injustice that has always existed throughout history is slavery. A wealth ofchildren's
and adolescent literature is available on the Afiican-American slavery in the southern
United States in the early part of the nineteenth century. Authors such as Gary
Paulsen in his novel Ni~hfjf)hn. (1993) and Julius Lester in his picture book From
."i/erve Ship (0 Freedom Rood (2000) featuring Rod Brown's hauntingly realistic
paintings, have revealed the cruel treatment of the African-American slaves in 'livid
detail. Another social injustice that has existed throughout time and continues today
is the persecution of specific religious groups, especially the Jews. Such persecution
has OCCUlTed in every century in different pans of the world. One of the most famous
was Hitler's anempts to eradicate the Jews during World War II. Canadian author,
Carol Matas. has brought this frightening time in history to life in several of her
novels such as Daniel's 5lOry (1993), After the War (1996), and The (iarden (1997).
By delving into these two specific forms of social injustice it is anticipated that the
learning outcomes related to social injustice outlined in the FnundOllflnji)r rhe
Atlantic Canada SodaJ Studie.~ ('umculum (1999) for 10-13 year olds can be: met.
By studying age-appropriate literature regarding African-American slavery
and the Jewish Holocaust, it is hoped that students will be: able to retlect upon and
identify the core values of a democratic and civil society. Gary Paulsen's Nighrjolm
(1993) deals with the abuse inflicted upon the African-American slaves on the Weller
Plantation in the 1850's. However, it also portrays the courage many of these slaves
demonstrated as well as revealing how they overcame adversity. Lois Lowry's
Number the Stars (1989) accurately portrays the courage of the Danish people during
the Second World Wac by introducing us to the Johansen family. This family
represents many of the Danish families that risked their own lives to help the Jey,s
during the Gennan occupation of Denmark. Stories such as these should never be
forgotten. They build students' awareness of how systems of power affect people and
the lives they lead. They invite conversations about fairness and justice, and
encourage children to ask why some groups of people are positioned as "others"
These conversations are not only appropriate for students, [hey are too imponam for
them 10 miss. One of the responsibilities ofleachers is to educate students about such
key virtues as honesty, dependability, trust, responsibility, tolerance, respect, and
other commonly-held values.
By examining African·American slavery and lhe Jewish Holocaust through
children's and adolescent literature, students experience the lives and feelings oflhe
characters. Thus, a clearer understanding of social injustice as well as a better
appreciation of human rights is gained. When students understand their human rights,
they are better able to prolect the rights of themselves and the rights of others as well
as appreciate the real meaning of freedom, and what it means (0 be fully human
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is 10 develop a curriculum and implementation
framework for a thematic literature unit on social injustices. The intent of this unit is
10 provide 10-13 year olds the opportunity to develop a better undmtanding and
appreciation of the inequalities and social injustices inflicted upon humanity in a
global, national and local domain from an historical perspective. Through reading
and responding to a wide range ofchildren's and adolescent literature. concepts such
as stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, human rights, and social responsibility will
be explored. As well, through the exploration students \vill reflect on the injustices
they have experienced in the literature and be invited to contemplate their role in
becoming socially responsible citizens. Teachers must help students to grow by"
helping them develop greater sociocultural understanding, an attitude ofcare and
concern, a ""illingness to participate in social criticism and critical self-reflection.
and a commitment to engage in a personal action that serves an increasingly broad
number of 'others'" (Houser. 1999, p.212).
Definition of Key Tenns
Developmg, Social~v Re.vxmsihle SlUdenu: A Thematic 1.llerUflJre (fnil lin
Soda/ Inju:>tic:e deals with several concepts that may be defined in different ways.
For the purpose of this project, the writer, by referring to Alerriam·Weh.~ler
Dictionary (2000) and infonnation from researchers such as Galetti (1999), Houser
(1999), Mershon (1999), and Nelson (1994) defines the key tenns as follows:
Distoral Literacy:
The ability to understand and interpret the stories ofthe past which should penneate
all history instruction (Nelson, 1994).
Human RighiS'
The basic rights and freedoms every human being is entitled to without distinction of
any kind as 10 race. religion, gender, or language. (llmver.ml Declaralion 0fHlIman
Rights. 1948).
Inequality:
The quality of being unequal or uneven in society. Not afforded equal opportunity
with others due to faclors beyond one's control such as race. gender. or soioet:/}nomic
situation (Galeni. 1999).
Social Injustice:
A ...;olalion ofa right or of the rights of another in human socie()': the absence of
justice or any act that involves unfairness to another human being or violation of his
rights (Memam·Welwer Dictionary, 2000)
Summary
Social injustice has always existed and continues to pervade society globally.
Students need to acquire an awareness of the prevalence of stereotypes. prejudice,
inequality, and discrimination in .:nder to become socially responsible citizens. The
purpose of this project is 10 develop a curriculum and implementation framework for
a thematic literature unit on social injustices for 10-14 year old students. Through the
unit, teachers will invite students to examine situations where inequalities exist or
individual's rights have been denied Teachers have a responsibility to deliver a
curriculum that encourages students to critically look at their world and motivate
them to ask questions and seek solutions to the injustices they observe. In order for
students to know their own rights and to take a stand against injustices they witness,
it is imperative that they understand the meaning and implications of social injustice
at all levels. lltrough an exploration ora wide variety of children's and adolescent
literature. students will realize that the global community is similar to their own and
all humankind are entitled to the same libertie5 and freedoms that people in a
peaceful. democratic society enjoy
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELA"lED L1"lERATURE
An effective and purposeful curriculwn development and implementation
rramework for a thematic literature: unit needs to be constrUCted on the foundation of
the most recent research. In this regard. Chapter II provides the research for and
description of the essential components to be included in the development and
implementation framework of such a unit For the purpose of this projCi:t, this chapter
reasons why students should learn about social injustices. states the values of using
children's and adolescent literature and the importance of reader response to heighten
students' awareness of social injustices. as well as describes the process of
developing and implementing a thematic literature unit on social injustice.
Why Students Should Study Social Injustices
Why is it important for students 10 be aware of social injustices? Students
need to develop their own opinions and viewpoints regarding social issues. As well.
they need to develop an understanding of the hwnan condition, by renecting on
differing perspectives from a variety of sources. According to Gretchen C. Locken
(1996), -Social studies are required to teach values in a balanced way pointing out all
sides and raising questions associated with issues ., (p. 3). By contrasting differences
in value systems, students will develop their opinions based on logic and perceptions
while working from various resources.
Students need to develop a""-arencss ofw various forms of inequalities which
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exist in today's society. Bigelow. Christensen, Karp. Miner, and Peterson (2000)
maintain that "too many schools fail to confront the racial. class, and gender
inequalities woven into our social fabric" (p. 4). Funner, they believe that classrooms
should be places of hope, where students and teachers gain glimpses of the kind of
society they could live in and where students learn the creative and critical skills
needed to make it a reality
Students need to view themselves as truth-tellers and change-makers. They
need to acquire skills to help them take action on important social issues such as
stereotyping, prejudice. and discrimination. The online sile called About Injustice
SlUflie.~ (2000) claims thai "a primary purpose of education should be to reduce pain.
separation. and helplessness by encouraging people 10 explore the nature of evil and
commit themselves to continue the search for understanding" (p. I). Teachers can
begin 10 develop students' awareness of how evil evolves by introducing and
discussing concepts such as stereotypes, prejudice. and discrimination.
Understanding the nature of these concepts is the first step in combatting Ihese
practices. Students must understand that every human being desen-es to be
considered as a unique and valuable individual. Teachers must awaken in students a
human connection to all people and challenge them to act by helping students realize
that their effons make a difference (Lockett, 1996).
By building students' consciousness of social issues, students can reflect on
and discuss the injustices which they have vicariously witnessed. Through this
exploration students willieam about tolerance and empathy towards others. They
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will formulate their own views and opinions, as well as contemplate their social
responsibility in affecting change.
Teachers need to help students grow and develop in a social context This
involves helping them "develop a greater sociocultural understanding. an attitude of
care and concern. a willingness 10 panicipale in social criticism and critical self-
reflection. and a commitment to engage in a personal action that serves an
increasingly broad number of 'Olhers'''(Houser. 1999, p.212). Because human
experience consists of thoughts and actions, as well as feelings, emotions. and
relationships, one effective way to promote students' social development is through
literature. Classroom environments can be infused \vith literature and learning
experiences thai cause students to reflect on and apply core values of a democratic
and civil society (Galleni, 1999). As Elliot Eisner (1991) observed:
Different fonns of representation provides different kinds of meaning.
What one is able to convey about sociology through a literal or
quantitative fonn ofsociology is not the same as what is sayable
through a novel... What all the ans have in common is their capacity to
g€.nerate emotion, 10 stimulate and to express the "feel" ofa situation,
individual. or object... Feeling is a pan ofall human encounters and all
situations and objects. When the feeling tone is incongruous with the
content described, understanding is diminished (pp. 552· 554).
In Newfoundland and Labrador, the Department of Education's document
Foundation/or the Atlamic Canada Social Studies Curriculum/or Primary,
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Elementary,', and Secondary (1999) states that by the end ofgrade 6 students will be
expected to:
give examples ofme influence of freedom, equaliry, human dignity.
justice. and civic rights and responsibilities in Canadian society
(p.16);
discuss why and how stereotyping. discrimination. and pressures to
conram can emerge and how they atT~t an individual (p. 18):
identify causes, consequences, and possible solutions to universal
human rights and other selected global issues (p. 22):
identify and describe how people create places thai reflect human
needs. values. and ideas (p. 24): and
identify and compare events ofltlc past to the present in order to make
informed. creative decisions about issues (p. 26),
As well. the document Foundallon fOT,he Atlantic ('unaJu SOCIal .'VuJfe.~
Cumculum/or Primary, Elementary. and SeronduryCl999) maintains that
Issues-based social studies considers the ethical dimensions of issues
and addresses controversial topics. It encourages consideration of
opposing points of view, respect for well-supponed positions.
sensitivity to cultural similarities and differences, and a commitment
to social responsibility and acbon (p. 29).
These are but a few w.lid learning outcomes as to why students should study social
injustices.
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The Values ofChildren's and Adolescent Literature
One of the most important purposes of$ocial Studies is 10 increase the
empathy ofstudents for other peoples and cultures. past and present (Lynch.Bro\\ll
and Tomlinson, 1999). The Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Education's
Foundalwnfi" fhe Atlamic Canada Social Studies Cu"iculum (1999) maintains that
Social Studies "examine(s) human rights issues and recognize(s) forms of
discrimination. detennine(s) the principles and actions ofjusl. pluralistic. and
democratic societies. (and) demonstrates understanding of their own and others'
cultural heritage and cultural identity and the contribution of diverse cultures 10
society" (p. 6), Children and adolescents cannot be sensitized to the existence of
people who are not like them by merely being told to appt'eciate others' differences.
Attiludes are hard to change. Teachers need to assume responsibility of breaking
down the barriers of prejudice. What cannot be laught through facts may be taught
through the hean. Literature can help affect understandings. Through literature.
students share in the lives and feelings of the characters rather than dealing only with
the facts. Quality literature can reflect many aspects ofa culture such as its values,
beliefs, way! of life, and patterns of thinking. Quality literature can transcend lime.
space. and language, and help readers better understand people whose stones take
place in a different historical and physical setting. Literature: provides food for both
the head and the heart (Huck. Hepler. Hickman. & Kiefer. 1997). Books may be used.,
also. as agents for change. vehicles for innoducing concepts, and catalysts for
activities. Each time students read well-written literature. they may be changed by the
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experience and see the world in a new way. For these reasons, literature can be a
powerful vehicle for understanding cultures and experiences difTerem than their own
(Allen & Piersma. 1995).
With the overwhe!ming amount of information that students have access to on
a daily basis. including the news media. Ihe Internet, as well as printed materials.
they can be bombarded by horror stories. Many are unable 10 digest this information
because they lack the background necessary to develop critical questions regarding
the images and messages which they view. Students may wonder why people have 10
leave their homes and go to unknown territories? Why rebels are bombing schools
where children study? Why so many people have been k.illed? What ethnic cleansing
is? Reading and discussing the past can help young people find their own place in the
present. Literature, such as historical fiction, provides a valuable context for thinking
about history because it reveals personal motivations and the effects that historical
events have on daily life.
Weaving together concepts, beliefs, values, and resources while imm(rsing
students in the time period, the location, and the culture of the people allows students
(0 see history as real life (Nelson, 1994). Nelson maintains also that authentic learning
occurs when students are exploring genuine issues and asking thoughtful questions
about racism and discrimination, war and peace, rights and responsibilities, and
justice and freedom. Thus, historical fiction, as well as picture storybooks and
infonnational books from an historical perspective create images of people no
different than the students themselves. Further, by connecting to characters such as
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Lucy Spencer in North by Night (Ayres, 1998), and Irene Gut in In.\1y Hand.\":
Memorle.~ ofa HolocaU!if Rescuer (1999), they will beneT understand the importance
of assisting friends in need as these young women did. Through the genres of
historical fiction, and stories from picture storybooks and informational books with
an historical perspective. students wlll beneT relate to events of the past. As a result.
students will discover the possible effects for the future by becoming aware of the
past. They will begin to understand themselves. society and the world in which they
live and seek to act intelligently and responsibly.
By reading quality literature from an historical perspective, students are
presented with an authentic representation of the events of the past. Students must
understand that there were people who helped the Jewish people during World War 11
presented in such works as Claire Hutchet Bishop's rwenty and fen (1988~ Michael
Morpurgo's Waitin1<Uor An.VeI (1990~ and Johanna Reiss' The ('p.'-talrs Room (1972).
Further, many white Americans who helped the African·American slaves escape to
freedom are portrayed in historical fiction such as Katherine Ayre's North hy Ni!!,ht
(1998), Lois Ruby's Steal Away Home (1994~ and Barbara Smucker's Underwound
to Canada (1978). By meeting characters vastly different flom themselves, they begin
to see life from another point of view (DeFelice, 1998). Thus, stories ofa historical
nature shape conceptions of the world and is an unlimited resource for insights into
what it is 10 be human.
Kathleen KarT (2000) contends, WHistorical fiction is a time machine into the
past..emphasizing extraordinary events, or historical figures, or just gives a feeling
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for what life could have been like:n the good old days- (p. 30). Rochman (1998)
declares there is no better way to malce young people experience histOf)' than to get
them to read a story with charaetcn they can relate to. Authors, Cynthia Defelice
(1998) and Michael O. Tunnel (1998), believe that although historical circumstances
may change human nature basically remains the same. Additionally, Lynch·Bro\\ll
and Tomlinson (1999) feel that literature oran historical naMe ~lps young people
to gain an appreciation oflhe universality of human needs across history. By reading
about others. students can learn about themselves (DeFelice. \998). Further. such
literature brings history 10 life by placing appealing child or adolescent characters in
accurately described historical settings. It provides readers with tke human side of
history making events mOTc real and more memorable (p. 149). literature from an
historical penpcctivc permits students to read multiple perspectives on topics which
helps them to develop criticallhinking (Lynch-Brown &. Tomlinson. 1999). Author
Joan Aiken (1996) believes that history that is tol.d in the form of stories will Slick in
the mind long aftu statistics and dates have slipped away. To summarize, lhrou~h
stories ofan historical nature. students experience vicariously times, places. cultures.
situations. and values vastly different from their own. In doing so. they are able to see
reflections of themselves. their times, their country. and their concerns.
Selection of quality children's literature for a thematic unit on social injustice
must satisfy several criteria. First, the literature must be developmentally appropriate
50 that the text can be: understood by the intended audience:. It ought 10 have lasting
literal)' value that is meaningful and enjoyable to read. Panicular attention should be:
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paid to character development, dialogue, plot. and the message being presented by
the author (Huck et ai, 1997). Further, the information presented must be valid and
accurately depict the nistorical period and culture with 00 bias or stereotyping by the
author (Temple, Martinez.. Yokota, & Naylor, 1998). Finally, quality children's and
adolescent literature should examine issues that involve values and anitudes that
students must eventually assimilate (McGowan, 1981).
When the major learning outcome ofa thematic unit is to become socially
responsible. a narrative style may capture student interest and promote greater
perception, Tcachers realize that literature has connections to real life issues and
emotions, and that personal constructions of meaning and individual responses to
literature linger long after the initial reading ofa lext. Teacher5 also acknowledge
lhal through literature. intertexuality is fostered as students build on what they learn
in one lext and apply it to another. Narrative stories with connections [0 curricular
content are often used as springboards for a theme study promoting the content
outcomes. Literalure is a way to construct personal meaning with texts that leads to
aesthetic appreciation and the insightful gain of knowledge and infonnation
(Spillman. 1996)
Reader Response
Social injustice is a difficult topic to comprehend. Thus, students may find the
discussion ofsome issues studied on this panicular theme disturbing. In light of this,
it is essential that teachers provide students with enough time to tetlett. digest. and
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assimilate their thoughts and feelings on the literature they are reading. Louise
Rosenblatt (1968) suggests that reading usually involves two roles or stances: the
efferent and the aesthetic. The efferent stance is concerned with what information
can be learned from the reading, while the aesthetic stance is concerned with the
ex.periences of reading itself, the feelings and images that come and go with the flow
of the words. In most school settings, it is the efferent stance that receives the greater
focus. However, Rosenblatt maintains that if new literary experiences are to be
gained. the aesthetic stance needs to be fostered.
Aesthetic reading centres on a transaction between the reader and the lext
which is fostered through personal response, reflection. discussion. and elaboration,
leading to new literary experiences, both in reading and writing (pp. 113-114). Based
on Rosenblan's reader response theory, she conjectured that all students bring their
experiences and prior knowledge to a text when they begin 10 read. Each student"s
experiences are unique which means each student will respond to the same text
differently based on hislher individual experiences and k.nowledge. It is these unique
and individual interpretations of the same text that contributes to intriguing
classroom interactions, leading to extended understanding and appreciation of their
text world.
Pugh ( '988) states that "reader response emphasizes the integrated experience
an individual has with a text, with the reader's personal response having primacy
over fonnal knowledge of textual characteristics" (p. I). Therefore, readers draw on
parts of their own world while they explore complex situations and characters. By
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talking and writing about personal and other familiar experiences connecting to what
has been read, students can gain new perspectives on the world. Thus. surrounding
students with quality literature will assist in stimulating reader response among the
students. Encouragement for personal response to texts is essential if students are to
explore their ideas and opinions on specific issues. By exposing students to a broad
range of books as well as many writing experiences and sharing of personal
responses, they can begin to build an awareness oflhe commonalities among readers
orthe same texl
Rosenblan's vision insists that the readers are imponant factors. Probst
(1992) stales that ··... ifwe are to allow the full range o(possibilities, we must
encourage readers to anend to their own conceptions. their own experience, bringing
the literary work to bear upon their lives and allowing their lives to shed light upon
the work" (p. 60). He continues. "A reading that really respects the integrity of the
text must also pay anention, close attention, to the reader's responses. thoughIS.
feelings, and memories, because without Ihat close anenlion to self readers have no
way of knowing where anything comes from" (po 60).
Because Rosenblan concluded that reading is a process of creating rather than
simply receiving. she encouraged a change in the way literature is approached in the
classroom. She compiled several principles which should be followed to encourage
students to personally respond to literature being studied. The principles that
Rosenblan fonnulated are summarized below.
Teachers must rid themselves of any preconceived ideas about
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students' reaction to any text Students must have the freedom to react
in their own personal way after time has been alloned for retlection
and discussion.
., Students must feel comfortable to react personally to a text. Teachers
must provide a non-threatening classroom environment where students
recognize that any and all responses will be accepted and not
condemned
3. Students must be pennined to respond in any manner they wish so that
importance is placed on the response and not the fonn the response
has taken on.
4. Teachers must allow time and opponunity for the students to reflect
on their own reactions to text. Joumals. reading logs. and response
statements are good strategies to capture initial responses as well as an
avenue to develop students' ideas and opinions.
S. Students require time to discuss their reactions to tex.t as well as listen
to others' interpretations and opinions. Through these discussions.
students will be able to explore the similarities and ditTerences among
their ideas and those of their classmates
6. Teachers should act as facilitators of the responses and not vessels of
knowledge regarding the literature. STUdents need to know that no
expected responses are required and that honest feelings and opinions
about the text is the goal.
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After students' personal responses have been accepted. teachers must
then lead the students into ajoumey that will require them 10 gain
literary insights, make critical judgements, and gain elhical and social
undentanding. Rosenblan states, "Without a real impact between the
book and the mind of the reader, there can be no process ofjudgem~nt
at all. but honest recognition ofone's 0,,11T\ reaction is not in itself
sufficient to ensure sound critical opinion"( pp, 66.76).
A reader's response to a text is personal. and therefore, if teachers value
students' meaningful involvement with literature, various responses must be
accepted. Students' personal experiences with the concepts of stereotypes, prejudice,
and discrimination provides varying perspectives within the literature that addresses
these concepts, In the classroom, personal transactions occur as students write in
journals or as they confer with peers in literary circles. Having personal experiences
with literature is the focus of Rosenblan's approach.
Development of a Thematic Literature Unit
A thematic literature unit is a meaningful way of integrating literature into
any curriculum area. This process allows teachers to make sound decisions about
using children's and adolescent literature within the fTamework of the mandated
curriculum, provides options for pursuing curriculum learning outcomes. and exposes
students to fine pieces of literature (Allen & Piersma, 1995).
Cooper (1993) defines a thematic unit as a "framework based on a particular
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topic. idea. author. or gcnre- (p. 63). Pappas. Keifer. and LevStik (1990) specify a
thematic unit as a unit lhat renects -'patterns of thinking. goals. and concepts
common to bodies aCknowledge. (It) link(s) together content from many areas orttle
curriculum and dcpict(s) the connections that exist across disciplines. (and)
provide(s) a framework for a community orJeamers in ".,nich all children (and
adolescents) can continue to learn language and construct knowledge" (p. 49). Allen
and Piersma (1995) !itale that ..A thematic unit is the result ofa process in which
learning experiences are organized around a central focus. The focus may be a piece
of literature. a content area. or a set of integrated concepts and selections of ..
Iiterature"(p.31).
A thematic unit creates a well-defined focus by providing a framework that
allows students to make connections among ideas. concepts and experiences (Pappas.
Kiefer. &. Levstik.. 1999). If students are able to link concepts and ideas to real world
experiences. then their learning becomes more meaningful. This well-defined focus
helps them see the natural connections between the content and the process. Thus. a
thematic unit provides an avenue fOf lhe development and expansion of students'
schemas.
Such a unit should explore big concepts and large issues that encourage
students to develop higher level thinking skills. It has the potential for bringing more
authentic or meaningful reading aclivities to the classroom and encourages students
to pursue ideas more thoroughly so that they can develop an awareness of the
connec;rions that exist across content areas. A thematic unit allows students to
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become involved. sometimes for weeks, with narratives and anic1es about one topic
(Pappas et a!.. 19(9).
Rather than focus on acquiring a body of factual infonnation.. a thematic unit
provides opponunities for a general understanding. as well as the developmental
anitudes and values related to the theme (Sawyer & Sawyer. 1993). With a thematic
unit. emphasis is placed on acquiring meaning, developing attitudes. Md acquiring
the ability to engage in additionalleaming dependent on the student's interests and
motivations (Sawyer & Sawyer, 1993).
Students have a decision-making role in their learning that can be used to help
them develop an emotional stake in their own learning. Teachers who work from a
thematic unit perspective -own" their curriculum (Pappas et al.. 1999). They plan and
develop a thematic unit so their students have ample opportunities to use langua~
for many meaningful purposes. In these classrooms, speaking and listening. reading
and viewing. and ",Tiling and representing are not separate subjects or ends in and of
themselves, but strategies that arc used together foc learning worthwhile and
interesting content, ideas. and information. In the process. students learn both the
content and the language. As students use language to learn. the teacher collaborates.
responds, facilitates, and suppons their effons. These roles engage the teacher in
hisiher own inquiry into teaching and learning (Pappas et al. 1999).
A thematic unit questions the value of viewing content areas in isolation. The
thematic literature unit needs to be carefully planned. It must be corTelated to the
de,,·elopmental needs and abilities of the learners, and must be authc:rlric and
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purposeful (Sawyer & Sawyer, 1993), Students often experience difficulty
transferring skills from one subject to another. II makes sense, therefore. to consider
procedures by which learning can occur within the context of all content areas and
present knowledge that is understandable to the age group one is leaching (Sawyer &
Sawyer. 1993). The instruction should be structured so that learning in one area
supports the learning in another area. This efficiency will result in bener
understanding and retention in bOlh areas.
A thematic unit, which encourages high involvemenl provides an opponuniry
for students to pursue learning fl)T which they have an interest thereby developing a
variery ofskills as part orthe process(Strickland & Morrow, 1990}, Strickland and
Morrow point out that the interdisciplinary approach emerged from the works of
early educators and psychologists such as Pestalozzi. Froebel. Piagel, and Dewey,
Each of these individuals believed that much ofleaming is based on student interest
The thematic unit takes the position of the constructivist approach to learning which
means students build their O\Vtl meaning from their prior knowledge and experiences.
New information becomes meaningful as it is connected and integrated into existing
schema (Donhan van Deusen & Brandt. 1997), As a result, the most effective
instruction would be thai which actively involves the child.
The major learning resource for a thematic literature unit uses genuine.
unabridged literature for the theme of the unit Children or adolescents explore and
respond to a variety of literature related to the theme under investigation. Through
this resource the students move toward higher-order thinking skills such as analyzing,
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synthesizing, and evaluating, as they read and respond to central ideas in literary
works (Donhan van Deusen et al., 1997).
Curriculum Framework ora Thematic Literature Unit
According to Pappas et al. (1990), the pwpose of any thematic unit is to
choose a topic that is wonh knowing about, and that will provide a supponive context
for meaning.making. The topic should be one that reflects important concepts or
essential questions for sludents to examine in depth. Thus. the learning outcomes to
be achieved through a thematic literature unit are:
To reflect patterns of thinking, goals, and concepts common 10 bodies
ofknowledge,
To link together content from many areas ofcurriculum and depict the
connections that exist across disciplines,
3. To provide a framework for a community of leamers in which all
children can continue to learn language and constl1Kt k.nowledge,
4. To provide children mth many choices about how to pursue learning
so that they feel a powerful senSl;: ofownership as they initiate some
activities and engage in others suggested by their teachers,
5. To encourage a classroom culture comprised ofa community of
learners that shares ownership of a body of knowledge and
understanding that has been jointly created, and
6. To allow for important exploration ofdiffering points of view. (p. 49 )
Due to the adaptability of individual student needs and the flexibility of the
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content areas, there is no predetennined method for developing a thematic literature
unit. Several authors have suggested various foons ofcurriculum development
frameworks. Eby (1998) suggests an eight-step process which includes defining the
topic, defining the learning outcomes, outlining the major concepts. gathering
resources, brainstonning learning activities. organizing activities in sequence.
planning lessons that follow the sequence. and planning evaluation processes.
Wiles and Bondi (1998) recommend a six-phase model which suggests
reviewing curriculum plans: stating and selecting objectives: and organizing content
by time. assessing student ability; determining relevance to student: and reforming
objectives. considering possible methodology and reviewing existing knowledge
base, implementing instructional strategies and making corrections as appropriate.
selecting assessment devices and collecting evidence ofstudent growth, and judging
success ofstrategies: making planning adjustments: and matching outcomes (0
e:(pectations (p. 110).
Strong (2000) suggests a six.step curriculum development framework during
the design stage ora thematic unit. The six steps include identify Ihc=me, discover
students' knowledge base, identify learning outcomes, select learning resources,
create learning experiences, and develop assessment tools.
Allen and Piersma (1995) encourage teachers to create a planning web when
designing a thematic literature unit 10 enable the teacher to view the total picture.
This web will create an overview of the entire thematic unit allowing the teacher to
see the connection between the concepts, learning experiences, and content areas
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during the exploration oCme lhc:me. topic. or concept. Pappas et at (1999) describe
webbing as a schematic technique that results from a bninstorming process.
Webbing allows leachers to extend a theme in many meaningful directions. Teachers
are able to choose purposeful categories and subcategories that relate to questions
essential to children's understanding oflhc theme topic. or concept -1be web
provides a picture oCme possibilities of a given theme, (topic, or concept)" (p. 58).
Implementation ofa Thematic Literature Unit
When im~cmentinga thematic unit, it is necessary to remember the
principles of teaching and learning as outlined in thc Fnundatmnfnr thl! AI/antiC
(iJnada Socwl SluJie.f CUJ7'icuJum Document (Dcpanmcnt of Education. 1999). This
document states that these principles art -intended to guide and suppon decisions
relating to the learning and teaching process including curriculum and instruction.
classroom organization. and assessment" (p. 45). The principles ofteaching and
leaming an:: summarized as follows:
Principles ofTeaching
Effective teaching ensures that the principles of learning are the
foundation ofa cUlTiculwn unit.
2. Effective teaching combines and integrates ideas, concepts. and
activities from a variety ofdisciplines and links them to the students'
prevIOUS experiences and knowledge.
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Effective teaching encourages students to look at diverse perspectives.
respect other points of view, be sensitive to cultural similarities and
differences, and have a commitment to social responsibility.
4. Effective leaching encourages and suppons all students to be active
participants in a community of learners. Teachers encourage talk.
collaboration. debate. reflection, application, and action as students
construct and integrate new meaning with previous understandings
(pp.45-46).
Princjples of Leaming
Students learn through different methods al individual rates. They
learn more easily when instruction complements their leaming styles.
2. Students benefit intellectually and socially from a variety of learning
experiences that include both independent and collaborative
investigation
J. Students learn most effectively in an active learning environment
consisting of processes such as: exploration, investigation, critical and
creative thinking, problem solving, discussion and debate, decision-
making and reflection(pp. 45-46).
Throughout the course ofa thematic unit, students are actively participating in
their own learning through !I. variety of leaming experiences. Thus, the thematic unit
is in keeping with these important principles and wHl enable students to be active
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participants in the learning pcocess and therefore meeting the net:ds and learning
styles orall students in the class.
Implementation frarnewor!c ora Thematic Lju:ratwe Unit
The implementation ofa themattc literature unit may follow various
frameworks. Eby (1998) proposes implementation should follow the IC\icls of
Bloom's 119561 Ta.xonomy beginning with a highly motivating activity 10 pique
students' interest and curiosity. The next several lessons should provlde students with
basic facts and concepts so they can build a substantial knowledge base. Finally.
teachers should design further learning experiences aimed at the application. analysis,
synthesis. and evaluation levels to ensure that students are able to think critically and
creatively about the topic (p. 128).
Allen and Piersma (1995) recommend that learning activities (experiences) to
be implemented be divided into three: groups:
Initiating Activities - These are designed to actiwIC students prior
knowledge or the topic and to generate interest in the study.
Developing Activities· These compose the major pan orthe unit.
They should provide students opportunities to experience a variety or
activities through several media. As much as possible, opportunities
should be provided rOf some whole class work, some small group
work, and some individual work.
Concluding Activities· These help bring closure 10 the unit. With
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these activities. the students should demonstrate their knowledge of
the concepu of the unit (p. 68).
Another implementation (ramev.'ork is Lemlech's (1998) three-stage structure
including:
The Initiation Stage • Introduction of the theme. generalization. and
guiding question. Stimuiates inquiry and discovers students' prior
knowledge.
Development Activities Stage - Development of activities where
students reflect on ideas. link new knowledge to previous knowledge.
and construct new knowledge.
Culmination Stage· Evaluation and reflection of what has~n
learned through the: exploration afme theme. (Lemlech. 1998),
A successful implementation frameworte depends on a number ofcrucial
elements: classroom organization. teacher and student motivation. and ongoing
assessment The following text elaborates on each element
Clusl'OC* Orga.iuItiM
In order for students 10 construct Imowledgc. a collaborative and cooperative
classroom environment is necessary. As Vygolsky (1978) theorized. students learn
lhrough shared experiences and social relationships. A collaborative style bridges the
gap between the leacher's and students' schemas so that students can create their own
coocepts and relationships. Thus, teachers must promote a sense ofcommunity that
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will enhance a spirit ofcooperation and collabor.uion. According to Pappas el at
(1999). having 10 collaborate and cooperate with others promOies the restructuring of
students' knowledge:. "With other's assistance. children can go beyond their limits to
solve problems through interaction" (p. 41 ).
A thematic unit is an effective instructional tool if teachers plan to utilize
cooperative leaming groups (Allen &. Piersrna. 1995). Teachers who becomes less
instructional directors and act morc as facilitators find more opportunities to interact
with students 10 offer feedback and suggestions, and to assess student and unit
progress. Allen and Piersma (1995) suggest the following techniques in managing
classrooms engaged in a thematic unit:
Provide students with a tape recorder to record their discussion
whenever they are engaged in a group activity. This practice offers
teachers opponunities to assess students' progress and participation. as
well as affording students the opportUnity to complete self-
assessments.
2. Oevc:lop a monitoring system where students indicate on a bulletin
board. poster, or blackboard where they will be for that period or what
activity they will be pursuing. Not only does this help teachers with
management issues but it also allows the students to develop
owne~hip of and responsibility for their own learning.
3. Encounage students to seek help and infonn:uion from their peers such
as which resources they would recommend and/or help with
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proofreading and editing.
4. Provide a place in the classroom wbere students can sign up for a
teacher conference. This will indicate when students need assistance
or are ready 10 share. Once again the responsibility is placed back on
the students (pp. 123·125)
The classroom must be student-<enlred and teachers must be oommined to
allowing students to direcllheir inquiry. This inquiry must be a social process where
students are encouraged 10 help and guide each other through purposeful
conversation. This pennits students to have ownership in activities and projects that
enable them to construct and reconstruct knowledge based on what (trey already
know. This ownership thus fosters responsibility.
Feedback from selr. peers,teachers, administrators, and parents is another
critical aspect of a cooperative learning environment This feedback helps students
self-regulate their use of language through social interaction which leads to
knowledge restructuring and modification of their schemas. Self-regulation also
promotes students' metacognitive awareness or an awareness of their own thinking
(Allen & Piersma. 1995. pp. 123-125).
One of the most overlooked areas ofan effective thematic unit is time.
According to Pappas et 81. (1999), reflective inquiry requires sustained lime. Students
require ample blocks of time to explore. think. and change their minds. consider and
evaluate different points of view, to det:ide on their questions and how to resolve
them. to read and reread, and to write and rewrite (p. 46).
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Tncltcr .nd StlHk.t Motintiotl
Motivation is crucial to the development of positive attitudes towards learning
and the teacher is a key factor to lhis impetus. If teachers demonstrate their own
enthusiasm for the topic and present learning as a rewarding and fulfilling activity,
then this will. in all likelihood. stimulate the students' interest. Teachers must
provide a classroom environment where students want to learn. Bandura (19n)
believed thai students learn best when they want to learn and when they believe they
can learn. Thus. teachers must ensure that the learning experiences are meaningful
and purposeful. As well. teachers must allow the students to have choices about what
they are learning, how they are learning, and how they will be evaluated. Teachers
must facilitate student learning by providing them with opportunities for choice.
input, and collabonttion in a non--threatening environment where students feci free 10
take risks and attempt their own discoveries. This. in lum. will help encourage
students to become independent 1eatT1C:n.
To promote ani1udes that encourage acquisition of the curriculum learning
outcomes which promote lifelong learning, the tasks and learning experiences
teachers employ are critical. To foster positive anitudes, tasks must have variety and
purpose as well as have personal relevance to the students. Learning experiences
should be challenging, yet manageable for the diverse learning needs orall students.
These types of learning experiences require a great amount orcreativity and time in
planni"8 to guarantee appropriate effon by the students. However, the learning
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benefits for the students and the: satisfaction from the teacher's perspective would be
well worth the effon employed. Using motivational statements at the beginning ofa
lesson with an emphasis on the fun and ctlallenge ofleaming as well as lhe teacher's
enthusiasm regarding the assignment is important (Ames., 1992).
[ ....h.lttoa.nd Assess.e.1
An important part ofa thematic unit is the effective ways ofassessing and
evaluating students" performance. Assessment and evaluation are critical components
ofany thematic unit as without them it would be impossible 10 know whether Of not
students have accomplished the learning outcomes set fonh. whether or not the
teaching has been effective or how best to address student learning n«ds.
The Foundation/or the Allunlle Canada En/{hrh Lun~ua~e Arts Curriculum
(Department of Education. 1997) defines assessment as -the s~tematic process of
gathering infonnation on student leaming- (p. 46). Assessment processes require a
broad range ofstrategies 10 give students multiple opportunities to demonstrate their
knowledge, skills. and attitudes. Some types ofassessment StTateg1es include fonnal
and informal observations. wort. samples, anecdotal records. conferences, portfolios,
learning journals. peer- and self- assessment (p. 46).
Evaluation is defined as ..the process ofanalyzing, retlecting upon and
summarizing assessment infonnation. and making judgements or decisions based
upon the information gathered"' (FoundaJion for the Atlantic Canada English
Language Am Curriculum, 1997, p. 46).
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The document also states that the information necessary for evaluative
purposes must have clear criteria and guidelines for assigning marks or grades to
student work. synthesize information from mul1iple sources, weigh and balance all
available information, and use a high level of professional judgement in making
decisions based upon that information (p. 46).
The most successful method for documenting student growth and knowledge
over time is to assist students in compiling a portfolio with representative work
samples. These are a non-threatening way to assess a student. Portfolios allow the
student to provide evidence of the reading and writing process as well as the product
of the process., 10 include both fonnal and informal measures, and to view students'
work within the context of the learning environment (Anthony, Johnson, Mickelson,
& Preece. 199\ as cited in Allen & Piersma. 1995).
Students should have the primary responsibility for selecting materials. but
teachers will also want to include observations in the fonn ofeither anecdotes or
checklists. Teachers will also want to keep notes and observation checklists to assess
the effectiveness of the activities for promoting learning, as well as make note of
which resources were most helpful and which provided little help. As an additional
source of infonnation. telK:hers should also ask students to evaluate the unit
Portfolios evolve over time and change as teachers leam more, observe the
students they teacn, and allow time for reflection and growth. Portfolio assessment
has the potential to provide an effective match between what students can accomplish
in their writing and how teachers assess their work.
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Interactive conferencing is used fOf ongoing assessment and as a means of
redirecting efIons. whether they be individual or small group efforts. As well,
interactive conferencing is used for reinforcing these efrons with positive feedback
and motivational praise.
Summary
Examining relevant and current research it is clear that many criteria must be
met to ensure an effective thematic literature unit. A successful thematic literature
unit includes a purpose for study, allows students to connect prior knowledge.
concepts, and learning experiences across curriculum disciplines, and applies the
principles of leaching and learning as outlined in the Newfoundland and Labrador
Depanmenl of Education's mandated curriculum.
In a thematic literature unit, the major learning resource is children'sand
adolescent literature. The vast array ofquality literature available for students is the
ideal resource for inspiring discussions and provoking student renection. Through
historical fiction. picture storybooks. and infonnational books from an historical
perspective, students identify with the feelings and emotions of the characters. as
well as bener understand the time period. Ample time is devoted for student
reflection. expression of ideas, opinions, and perplexities encountered. as well as
making relevant connections to their own lives.
To ensure a productive thematic literature unit the classroom environment
must be one ofa community of learners where students feel valued and their opinions
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maner. It is inquiry and student~entred which encowages students to discover and
create new knowledge through cooperation and collaboration. Assessment and
evaluation of a thematic literature unit is ongoing and involves teacher, peer.
administrative. parental and self-evaluarion. Infonnation regarding student progress is
gathered in a student ponfolio for the duration of the unit under study and is made
available to interested stakeholders such. as parents, administration. and board level
personnel.
Chapter 1II applies Ihe research from this chapter to the process ofdeveloping
and implementing a cumculum framework for a thematic Iiteralure unit
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CHAPTERHl
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
FRAMEWORK: THEMATIC LITERATURE UNIT
Chapter Ii outlines the foundation for the development and implementation of
a thematic literature unit. This foundation is necessary in order for the teacher to
identify the theme of the unit, discover students' knowledge base. identify the
appropriate learning outcomes. select the appropriate learning resources, create 3!lC
appropriate learning experiences, and develop the necessary assessment tools for
ongoing evaluative purposes. Each of these steps is crucial in the development ofa
successful and worthwhile thematic literature unit. As well, an elaboration of the
curriculum implementation framework is provided. This chapter describes the
curriculum development and implementation frameworks in-depth to help crystallize
these processes. These descriptions ensure the credible evolution ofa successful
thematic literature unit on social injustice.
The Curriculum Development Framework
The curriculwn development framework outlines the process ofdesigning a
thematic literature unit in six steps. These steps describe the development of a
thematic literature unit and are delineated in the model (Figure 3.1).
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~ Curriculum Development Framework ora Thematic Literature Unit
Step t: Ideality Theme
(Based on students' interests and needs, Newfoundland and Labrador
Depanmenl of Educalion's cuniculum guides. and society's expectations for
addressing social issues)
~
Step Z: Discover Siudeub' Kaowlcdgt: 8llse
(Discussion and questions prompted by teacher. students, and others to gage
students' knowledge base and generate interest in the theme)
~
Step J: Idealify Learning Outcomes
(Formal and informalleaming outcomes selected from Newfoundland and
Labrador's Department of Education's curriculum b'Uides to address what
teachers want students 10 know and what students themselves want to know)
~
Slep 4: Select Leaming Resources
(Children's and adolescent literature, movies,joumals. the Internet, and
reference books which reflect the theme and learning outcomes)
~
Slep 5: ernie LearniDg Esperiences
(Reflect theme, learning outcomes, include learning resources and address
students' learning styles)
~
Step 6: Deniop Assas.-eot Tools
(Reflecl1he student-centred nature of unit and provide evidence learning
outcomes are met)
Adanted from Curriculum Develonment Framework (E. Stronp", 2000).
Development of a Thematic Literature Unit
Step \. Identify Theme
How does one: decide on a theme for a thematic literature unit? Although the
final decision regarding the theme of the unit becomes the responsibility of teacher.
the decision is derived from various SDtuces - students, the Depanment of Education,
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and society. First and foremost. the students' interests and needs must be
acknowledged. Students have access to an incredible quantity of infoonation from
various sources including television. radio, books. movies. and the Intem.:t. With this
ever expanding access to infonnation. students have many questions. They may have
seen a movie on slavery and wonder how such cruelty was allowed to occur. A novel
about the Holocaust may incite a student 10 declare that such an event would never
occur today. These statements may be the impetus for a teacher to identify a unit
theme to address some of the students' inquiries.
A teacher also may choose a unit theme based on the Newfoundland and
Labrador Department of Education's APEF curriculum guides. These guides
recommend interactions across the cuniculum and state that a thematic literature unit
is an appropriate method to achieve this recommendation. A teacher views the
curriculum documeills and selects a focus from the key stage learning outcomes for
the grade level slhe is teaching.
A theme may develop from society's need to address social problems such as
prejudice, discrimination. or inhumane treatment. Society relies on teachers to
address social issues. Therefore, a teacher has an obligation to afford students with
opportunities to reflect on controversial issues. so they may fonnulate their own
opinions, and express their personal viewpoints in a variety of ways on topics that are
imponant to society as a whole. For the purpose of this project. the writer chose the
theme Developing Socia"y Re.~pon.~ibleStudenu based on the Social Studies
curriculum guide and society's need to address social issues (Appendix A, p. 80)
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Step" DjliCov~rStudents" Knowl¢gs Bag
The primary purpose of this step is to activate the Sf\IdenlS' prior knowtedge
and to spark students' interest in the theme. Students are questioned about the theme.
encouraged to discuss theme-related books or movies. invited to ask questions Of
provide comments to ensure an open interactive dialogue. In a "'-oole class setting.
students contribute to learning experiences by brainstorming and webbing, as well as
questioning and predicting while Ihe teacher acts as facilitator. Through these various
discussions and experiences. the teacher discovers the existing knowledge base of
the students which encourages funher interest and inquiry. Each student completes a
KWL chart identifying (K) what sIhe~ about the theme. (W) what!Jhe would
like to learn about the theme. and once the unit is completed. (L) what Slhe has
~ from the unit (Appendix A.. p. 119~ These charts arc kept in students'
ponfolios and guide the teacher in selecting the learning resources and the learning
experiences that correspond to the students' interests and needs.
Step 3" Select I earning Outcomes
Once the teacher undersWlds the interests and needs ofme students. as well
as the prior knowledge they have regarding the theme, the fonnal learning outcomes
are sel«ted from the various curriculum guides advocated by the Atlantic Provinces
Education Foundation (APH, 1999). The learning outcomes outlined in the APEF
docwncnts respond to the needs ofstudcnts and society by employing the latest
research in teaching and learning. These curricula outcomes are statements that
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describe the concepts. values. skills. and strategies students are expected to
demonstrate at the: end ofcenain key Slages (cg. the end ofgrade 3,6,9. and 12) of
their education. A teacher examines the various curriculum guides and selects the key
stage k:aming outcomes peninenlto the theme and the conceplS.. values, skills. and
strategies students are expected to achieve. SJhe must consistentl~refer to the
learning outcomes ttlroughout the course of the unit to ensure their attainment by the
students,
The questions and concerns of the students from the KWL chans ronn the
basis or the infonnallearning outcomes that the teacher must address. These learning
outcomes are every bit as imponant as the fonnallcaming outcomes ira high level of
interest is to be maintained.
The fonnalleaming outcomes for this project's lheme Develapmn Soctu/ly
Respomible SluJenu: A Themallc l.i,cralure Unit are selected from the English
Language Arts and Social Studies curriculwn gutdes (Appendix A. pp. 86-81).
Step 4- Select learning RQOUrcelj
for a thematic literature unit. thc: major learning resource is children's and
adolescent literature. The literature may be selected from various literary genres, ego
historical fiction. biographies. and informational picture books. Students read and
respond to the various literature as they explore the conceptS in order to attain the
learning outcomes. The Foundation/or the At/anile Canada SocIal Studies
Cu"ieuJum Entry Level • Grade 12 (Department ofEducation. 1999) recommends a
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number of works of fiction along with some works of non-fiction as the literary
component for an integrated social studies and language arts unit of lhe past and
present. Thus, children's and adolescent literature is used as the staning point for
critical reflection and discussion about imponant issues. Through the literature,
students learn more about their own world and develop a sensitivity to the different
cultures ofother children which develops a greater a global awareness. The literature
to be studied broadens and deepens students' knowledge of the world as well as
expands theiT horizons by transporting them to other limes and places. The sel~tion
of the literature reflects the learning outcomes, the concepts, values, skills, and
strategies, as well as the theme identified for the unit.
The literature selected for this thematic literature unit includes the literary
genres ofhistoricaJ fiction, biography, and informational picture books (Appendix A,
pp. 89-96), By exposing students to these literary genres, students will realize that
anitudes they may experience or anitudes they wimcss have existed in the past
without relevance to time or location. Through the literature, students arc transponed
to other times and places where they examine, reflect. discuss, and respond to their
f«lings and view the theme. The following section elaborates on each of these
genres and shows bow each reflects the social injustices of African-American slavery
and the Jewish Holocaust, the two topics through which students explore and
examine stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, human rights, and social
responsibility
4S
Historical Fictjon
In selecting appropriate literature for a thematic literature unit, it is important
to analyse both literary and aesthetic qualities. Huck ct al (1997) outline several
criteria for selecting quality works ofchikJren's and adolescent literature. The plot
describes the actions and circumstances of the characters realistically and credibly.
The setting affects the action, characters, and theme and represents the universality of
all places. The theme should be worth conveying to young people and based on
justice and integrity with sound moral and ethical principles dominating. Characters
should be realistic and should consistently portray their genuine nature. their
strengths, and their weaknesses. Funher, quality books should be well.<Jesigned in a
fonnat that is related to the content of the book. Illustrations. if included.. should be
aesthetically attractive and help to enhance or extend the story. The age of the child
must be: considered as should a comparison betvtttn other books by the same author
and on the same topic (p. 29).
Historical fiction allows students to experience the complexilies of historical
events, when: facts from the past become living, breathing drama. Historical fiction
can create a sense of hislOry SO powerful that childrt'n enter imaginatively into the
past and explore the "connictS, sufferings, joys and despair of those who lived before
us" (Huck et at. 1997, p. SIS). Paulsen's NightjQhn (1993) is a vivid example of the
power a story has to transport the reader back to lhose hot, steamy days in lit.:
American south where human indignities were as natwal as breathing. However,
historical fiction also provides a safe coMcxt for the exploration of the human
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experience and permits students to place themselves in the "shoes" of the protagonist
to test themselves for their own reactions to good or evil. Maw' novel. Daniel's
Story (1993) presents evil in its rawest fonn. Matas takes the reader on an agonizing
journey to the Jewish ghenos and then on to the horrors of the concentration camp at
Auschwitz. She brings the fear ofdisplacement. the deplorable living conditions. and
the torment of losing loved ones vividly to life. Throughout the novel, students are
vicariously placed in situations where they inevitably must react to the forces of evil.
~
Biography often bridges the gap between historical fiction and informational
books. Biography must offer students an interesting subje1:t who will help them
understand past or contemporary life. The infonnation must be accurate and
consistent with other resources available. The subject must be a believable,
multidimensional character that is brought to life by the author's style of writing. The
biography must be an interesting narrative and not just collections of facts and dates
about the person. Fleischner (1997) portrays Harriet Jacobs. a slave who hid in her
grandmother's attic for seven years to escape the harassment of her owner, as a
courageous and detennined woman in her novel! was Born a Slave: The Story of
Harrier Jacobs. She derived her research from letters Harriet wrote to family
members throughout the course of her self-imposed imprisonment. f1eischner's
portrayal of Jacobs is interesting. intelligent, and certainly multidimensional.
Biography must allow students to get to know the person about whom they are
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reading. Wiesel (1982) presents the true and horrific account of the period of time he
and his father spent in the Nazi concentration camps dwing World War II in his novel
Night. He allows the reader to enter his private thoughts and feelings about the
atrocities he witnesses. the erosion orhis faith, and the pain he experienced while
watching his father·s suffering. As a result. students come to know Wiesers character
intimately.
I"Coonational PiclUre Books
Accuracy and authenticity are once again dominant when referring 10 any
kind of informational book: concept books, informational storybooks. photographic
essays, or documents andjoumals. The information contained in these types of books
must be as current as possible and incorporate significant faclS. The illustrations
should clarify and extend the text but. in addition, be able to stand on their own. For
this theme Developmg SocIally Re.V'O"S,ble SluJenu. one such book where the
illustrations are able to stand on their own is Lester's (1998) Prom Slavery 10
Freedom Road. Rod Brown's disturbing yet realistically detailed paintings tell their
own story. However. Lester adds to the art work by presenting factual information
and asking provocative questions that readers are impelled to reflect upon.
Informational books can also have reference aids such as tables ofcontents, indexes.
glossaries. and bibliographies. Infonnational picture storybooks are infonnational
books that look much more like a picture: book because they are richly illustrated and
published in picture:-book format. Another informational picture book selected for
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this thematic literature unit is Mochizuki's(I997) Pas.fage to Freedom: The
Sugihara Story with illustrations by Dom Lee. This is a true account ofChiunc
Sug1hara., a Japanese diplomat in Lithuania. who saved thousands of Jews in 1940
against the orders of his government. This picture book. through lext and
illustrations. portrays to students how one person's humanity can make a difference.
Other genres of quality children's and adolescent literature are available for
use in thematic literature units. A teacher is encouraged to select the resources based
on the criteria presented as well as to select literature varying ofdegrees of reading
levels to accommodate the individual needs and interests of their students. The
selections made may sparlc the students' interests to acquire other selections by the
same author or on the same topic
Step 5' Create the learning Experiences
The learning experiences selected for a thematic literature unit aim to reflect
the selected learning outcomes of the unit by utilizing the selected learning resources,
and exploring the concepts, values, skills. and strategies pertaining 10 the theme
Funher, the learning experiences must reflect all modes of student learning and
thinking. Because students have a variety of backgrounds and experiences. many
diverse learning styles are found in today's classrooms. These diverse learning styles
must be accommodated and supported in the learning experiences to address the
individual needs ofeach student. The learning experiences must actively engage all
students in the learning process and are comprised of intratextual, intenextual, and
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livcd-textual experiences.
IntratcxtUalleaming experiences are ones that require students to recognize.
recall or link information within a story, e.g., Using a Venn diagram. show how the
main character's views change throughout the course of the story. Learning
experiences that relate ideas and concepts across the literature under study arc known
as lntenextual. E.g. Write or find a poem about a character or theme under study.
Lived-textual learning experiences are ones that require students to connect ideas
and/or concepts from the literantre to their own lives or experiences. e.g., Read and
reflect on a diary or memoir such as Ziata '.f Diary (1994 ~ Descri~ similar hupes and
dreams, fears, wonies. or complaints you share wilh the author. Find a passage that is
('Specially meaningful and write a lener to the author about the impact of the passage.
These three types of learning experiences allow students ample time for reflection
and provide a variety of leaming experiences which reflect the divenity of learning
styles in the classroom (Hanman &. Allison, 1996). The leaming experiences created
for this thematic literature unit are acted in Appendix A, pp. 96-113.
Step 6" Assessment and Evalyatjon
One of the most innovative means ofassessment and evaluation for all
stakeholdc~ including students, patents, teachers, and administrators is the usc of
student ponfolios. Portfolios contain a collection of leaming experiences selected by
the students in collaboration with their teacher. As well, portfolios contain students"
self-asscssments of their work. This system allows each party to have a method of
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observing a student's growth. and development over time. Hewitt ( 1995) maintains
that portfolios:
suggest the work t\as value and importance;
hold tangible evidence of students' progress:
hold tangible evidence of students' effort;
suggest that the imponant comparisons are not made with one· speers.
but with one's own accomplishments,
provide an opportunity for students to reflect on their work:
provide an excellent tool for parent and student conferences; and
provide a means of ronnal assessment that is based on a system of
shared values. such as content, organization, word choice, senlence
fluency, voice, and conventions (p. xi)
Portfolio assessment is used for individual assessment as well as group assessment.
The portfolios can be housed in a filing cabinet or box within the classroom. A
teacher can develop hislher own systems of portfolio assessment or may opt to use
ones already developed by other panies, such as the Depanment of Education or the
school board. The main purpose, however, is to ensure the learning outcomes for the
unit have been satisfied. The gcncralleaming outcomes that are to be evaluated and
assessed for each discipline include spealcing and listening, reading and viewing, and
writing and other ways of representing. The following section elaborates on the
procedures ofassessing the general learning outcomes.
5\
SpnkiDg lad Lisleaiag
Both formal and informal monitoring ofall speaking and listening learning
experiences are one of the more complex. responsibilities of teachers. They must be
ongoing and completed whether they are whole class, small group. or individual
learning experiences. The most common forms of informal monitoring a teacher
employs regularly are observation and conferencing. A teachers observes students as
(hey interact and panicipatc in listening and sp:aking experiences. He/she r~ords
observations ofstudents' progress ofspeaking and listening skills on checklists or by
usingjol notes. Heishe ask questions such as "Are you having a problem?'" or "What
are you planning next?" to clarify what is being observed (Tomkins. 2000). As
students take pan in learning experiences a teacher often holds shon. infol"""\al
conferences to help them solve a problem. These conferences are held at students'
desks or in their groups as the teacher moves around. the classroom,
For this thematic literature unit on social injustice, more fonnal forms of
assessment have students recording their own learning experiences (Appendix A.
p.128) related to speaking and listening which are maintained in portfolios
throughout the entire unit. Further, evaluation sheets based on specific criteria are
recommended by the writer in order to evaluate group presentations (Appendix A, p.
130).
Re.ding .nd Viewing
Students' responses to the literature studied throughout the thematic unit is
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evaluated through a variety of methods. Through the utilization of reading logs.
response journals., and reading conferences. a teacher is able to detennine the
Students' abilities to activate prior knowledge. make connections to their own
experiences, other texts, and others' experiences.
Reading Log: Students record thl: literature they read related 10 a
theme. They write or draw entries after reading, record key vocabulary
words. make chans and other diagrams. and write memorable quotes
(Tompkins. 2000, p. In). (Appendix A, p. 131)
2. Response Journal: Students respond daily 10 what they have read or
discussed in class as independent learning experiences. They write
about their personal f«lings and ideas they have developed from the
litenturc: Of respond to a given topic or a question related to a story.
quote, song. or poem related 10 the unit
3. Interactive Conferences: Students hold conferences with a peer.
teacher. or parent throughout theC~ ohhe unit. This allows
students an opportunity 10 share what they have read and receive
feedback. They assess their progress and set new goals. The contem of
each conference is recorded on a sheet and placed in the students'
ponfolio. (Appe:ndi)( A, p. 132)
WriliagalMlOdH:rWaysoflWpraatiq
Students are encouraged to express their ideas in many forms. A record sheet
S3
(Appendix A. p. 133) in each Student's pomolia helps a teacher and students monitor
the writing and otl1eT ways of representing that is completed in a unit Students decide:
which pieces they wish to include in their portfolio for evaluation purposes. Each
student holds a conference (Appendix A. p. 134) with a peer. their teacher and a
parent 10 discuss pieces of writing and to develop the writing process. This identifies
their strengths, needs and allow them 10 set new goals. This process is repeated for
group work. Thus, each group maintains a special group ponfolio containing all the
group learning experiences completed The teacher conferences with groups to assess
progress.
AsIess.eII( of S••II GI"OtlP 1.lerfimo.
Throughout a unit. students complete many tasks in small groups. 1bey need
an opportunity to assess how well they worked together. A group assessment fonn
(Appendix A. p. 137) is used to gain information on each students' rating of their
individual and group's pe:rfonnance.
Curriculum Implementation Framework- !bemal!s Literature [Jnit
Classroom Organization
To implement a successful thematic literature unit. it is essential to have an
adequate supply of learning resources available to the students. Multiple copies (4 or
S) ofthc literature 10 be studied is fundamental if students are to become immersed in
the stories. It is difficult to generate enthusiasm and interest in a unit i(the literature
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is unavailable. A teacher must ensure enough copies of me literature are available to
the students in the classroom if the unit is to be productive.
Additionally, teachers need to have a sense of how to group students within
the class to successfully implement a thematic literature unit The writer encourages
a variety ofgroupings within the implementation of a thematic unit including whole
class, individual. as well as small groups. Small groups generally consist of 3·4
students and may be hetefogeneously or homogeneously arranged depending upon the
needs of the students, and the selected learning experiences and learning resources.
Thus. groupings are left to the discretion of the teacher. A teacher continuously
monitors small groups to ensure cooperation among group members as well as to
ensure all group membefS are contributing sufficiently to the group's etrons. Groups
are fluid and may be changed any rime throughout the course of the unit
Learning bpmences
Several implementation Inmeworts have been studied.. However. for this
thematic literature unit Lemlech's (1998) Ihree·phase model and Allen and Piersma·s
(1995) three-stage model form the basis of this writer's imptementation framework.
The writer has divlded her implementation framework into three phases: learning
experiences for motivation, learning experiences for evolution. and leaming
experiences for resolution. Students are pennined 10 have inpul and choice regarding
the learning experiences so that their indivlduallearning preferences are addressed.
A teacher is encouraged to adapt learning experiences to hislher particular students·
needs and interests.
Plaue 1: Lani.c EsperielH:a ror Motiv.tioeI
Learning experiences fOf motivation are designed to generate interest in a unit
of study and to activate students' pr10C knowledge:. It is at this stage of a unit that the
theme, guiding question. and the literature are introduced. Important inquiry-oriented
questions to stimulate the students' prior knowledge about the theme are asked.
Questions such as, "What does it mean to be socially responsible? What is social
injustice? What are some social injustices that occur around the world today?",
stimulate students' thought processes and encourage them to reflect on their own
experiences and make connections to the theme. To funher investigate students' prior
knowledge. they are asked to complete the KWL chan (Appendix A, p. 119).
Much of the work al this stage is wtKMe class experiences and discl1SSion with
the teacher acting as facilitator. However, students are also involved in the Think·
Pair--5hare (Lymen, 1992) model. After listening to a read aloud selection by the
teacher, such as Lester's (1998) From Slave ShIp to Freedom Road (Appendix A.
p. 89), this model requests students to reflect on the selection on their own, proceed
to share their ideas and opinions with a partner, and finally share their ideas and
opinions with the whole class. This technique aids students in developing their own
opinions and ideas before hearing others'. The read aloud experience featuring
Lester's From Slav!:! Ship 10 Freedom Road is an example ofa learning experience
for motivation.
As ~1I, studetlts are involved in learniog experiences such as bfainstonning
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and webbing, reading and responding, and questioning and predicting. Through the
various experiences utilized in this phase, the teacher diSl:OYefS the students' prior
knowledge \\'hich encourages further interest and inquiry in a unit
Plaae 2: laraiq EJ:pene.ces for U8den~ltdi.
Learning experiences for understanding comprise the major pan of a unit
They consist of lhe learning experiences which provide students with a variety of in-
depth learning experiences from various content disciplines. The teacher provides
opportunities for small group endeavors, and some individual work in keeping with
the recommendations of Ike various APEF curriculum guides. Some of these learning
experiences arc required. but students are also given the opportunity to make choices
among other activities. Because the writer encourages students to take responsibility
for their own learning, allowing them choice among the learning experiences and the
method of presentation are critical in promoting ownership o\'cr their new
knowledge. The teacher guides and assesses the students' knowledge (concepts).
values. skills. and strategies. This particular thematic unit concentrates on social
injustice and developing socially responsible attitudes in students. To attain this goal.
i1 is necessary for students to understand some very important concepts. These
concepts are stereotypes and prejudice, discrimination, hwnan rights violations. and
social responsibility. Figure 3.2 displays the Model ofConceptual Framework for the
unit as well as demonstrates how the concepts an: linked.
The centre of the Model ofConceprual FmnewoR (Figure 3.2) identifies the
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primary curriculum leaming outcome of this thematic literature unit on social
injustice. By guiding students through the concepts in this conceptual framework,
srudents gain a bener understanding ofeach by building a knowledge base that aids in
the development of socially responsible students.
~ Model ofConceptual Framework: DevelopmR Socwlly Respun.nble
Students: A Thematic Literature Unit
Discrimination
Social
Responsibili .
Human Rights
Violations
Prejudice
Understanding the concept ofstereotypes and prejudice is the foundation to
achieving the goal of social responsibility. Students need to understand that any
generalization about a person or group of people may lead to stereotyping and/or
prejudice. In this regard, the centre oCme Model ofConcepnaal Framework (Figure
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3.2) represents the primary curriculum learning outcome ofa thematic literature unit
on social injustice. By guiding students through each conccp: arthis conceptUal
framework, students gain a beneT undemanding ofeach one: by building a knowledge:
base lhal aids in the development of socially responsible students. By stereotyping, an
assumption is made that a person or group has (c:min characteristics. An example: to
help students understand this concept would be the assumption by white slave owners
that all African-American slaves were unintelligent That is a generalization or
assumption made about African-American slaves which was untrue but is the
definition ofa stereotype. Another example to illustrate stereotypes is the beliefby
the Nazi Party that all Jews in Germany during World War II were greedy and selfish
and were mainly concerned with becoming \\ulthy at others' expense. A teacher
heightens students' awareness that Afric:an-American Slavery and. the Jewish
Holocaust had roots in the attitudes and behaviO'.t.~ they witness everyday.
Through discussion and exploration of steTCOtypes and stereorypical attitudes.
students discover that attitudes such as the ones presented abo..·e can de"'elop into
prejudices. Prr;udice comes from the word -prejudgc:- and is defined as an
unfavourable opinion fonned against a person or group based on a stereotype.
Prejudice occurs when one judges before seeing the facts, or holds an opinion when
the facts tell a different story (Retrieved April 27.2000 from The H()I()c(J.u.~1 - A (iuICJe
for Teachers, at WVtW hnp·/lremember org!gyidelHistorv root stereotypes hunl>.
When people don't accept that others' can see the world differently. when optnions
or judgements an: made before the faeu an: known, or opinions continue even when
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the facts prove otherwise. prejudg;ng occurs. Students must come to the
understanding that deciding what is right or ....nmg before seeing the whole picture is
a dangerous pr.tCtice. Gersten and Bliss (1914) argue that prejudice hurts everyone
because it does not allow indiv1duals the right 10 think and act for themselves. As
well. it limits people's ability to keep growing and leaming.
When people or groups are judged based on stereotypes and prejudices and
treated differently because of these biases then discrimination occurs. The victims of
prejudice are often made fun of. treated cruelly, and insulted. They are often not
included in the opportunities and the privileges that most people enjoy. The victim of
prejudice begins to lose confidence in himlherselfand hislher abilities. $/he begins to
·'give up" (Gersten and Bliss, 1974), Discrimination can take many fonns. Subtle or
ex~ic:it pressures can discourage penons of certain minority groups from living in a
specific neighbourhood. Women and minorities have been vktimized by
discrimination in employmenl.., education., and leadcfship positions. Certain social
c11.!bs have restricted membership policies which exclude Jews. African-Americans.
"''Omen, and others (retrieved April 27,2000 from The HoJOCUfLft - A Guide for
Teucher.~, at _ remember Q[g1guide!History root slcreotypes·hImI)
According to the web sile The Holocaust - A Guide fur Teachers (retrieved
April 27,2000: http-(lrememberorglguidc:lHiSJol')' root slereorypes hImIl '"Jim Crow"
laws in the south created discrimination againsl African-Americans even after they
wele declared free American citizens after the Civil War, They were required to use
separate washrooms.. drinking fountains, buses, nursing homes, and schools before
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1954.
The Nazis perpetrated discrimination against the Jews by enforcing a curfew
on them, preventing the children from attending school, and requiring them to wear
the yellow "Star of David" visible to the public at all times. There arc various
degrees of prejudice and discrimination. The process can start easily and innocently,
but unless arrested It can lead to grave violations of human rights (retrieved April
27.2000 from tne Holoca'U.~t- A Guidefor Teacher.... on the World Wide Web:
hnp:llremember orglguidelHistory.root sereotypes.htmll.
Once students develop an awareness of the basic concepts of stereotypes.
prejudice, and discrimination. it is then necessary to assure they are k.nowledgeable
about every persons' human rights. the (In/venal Declaration ofHuman Rights
(1948)i5
a common standard ofachievement for all peoples and all nations. to
the end thaI every individual and every organ of society. keeping this
Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education
to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive
measures. national and international, to secure their universal and
effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of
Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under
their jurisdiction (p.l)
For the purpose ofthis thematic literature unit, the writer suggests that
articles ofthe Declaration (Appendix A, p. 157) be discussed and reflected upon by
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the class so that students are able to interpret and recognize Ihe inherent right of
every individual on the eanh. The articles should then be translated into
understandable language for the grade level and posted in a prominent area in the
classroom so they are visible at all times throughout the unit
By developing an awareness of the concepts presented throughout the unit.
students will gain knowledge towards becoming socially responsible and actively
involved in preventing the injustices they may witness by utilizing a variety ofskills
they acquire throughout tne unit
Students complete learning experiences that are intra-textual, inter-textual.
and lived-textual. An example ofa learning c;lxperience for evolution is: "Do you
think that reading a memoir (a first-hand account ofan individual's life) of an
individual's life is more meaningful than learning facts from a textbook? Why or
why not?" Questions such as this invite students to link ideas. compare and contrast
infonnation. and communicate their ideas in numerous ways.
Pbase J: Laraiag Experinca for Resolatio.
Learning experiences for resolution bring closure to the unit. Through these
learning experiences students demonstrate their knowledge of the concepts of the
unit. This phase encompasses all the new ideas, knowledge, and insights the students
have learned from all of the learning experiences from Phase 2. Students rellect ~k
to the guiding question ('oWhat is social responsibility?") and share what they have
discovered, what conclusions they have drawn, and decide whether or not they see
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the world in a different way. Learning experiences in this phase include a Literature
Circle Book Repon (Appendix A, p. In). and represenlahons of new Imowlcdge and
ideas in products such as essays. poetry. drawing, paintings, music and drama
However. the highlight arthis phase is hosting an open house: where students share
with their pttrs, parents, and the general public the knowledge and insights they have
gained from the study of the thematic liter.ltUre unit.
The scope of a unit may be narrowed or broadened depending on the age level
and learning requirements of the students involved. Although it is difficult to
ascenain an exact lime frame necessary to complete this unit, approximately 4-6
w«ks are suggested. The exact time frame will depend on several factors. They are:
Learning needs. interests. and abilities of the students.
2. Lcaming resources available including literature and computers.
.J. Adaptation of the learning experiences.
4. Unscheduled interTUprions ofthc school day (Allen &: Picrsma.. 1995).
Communication to Parents
At !he beginning ofa unit, the teacher sends a lcoer home describing the unit.
the leaming outcomes expecled. and selected Iitera•.ut: to be used. This letter informs
parents about the portfolios, reading and writing conferences as well as their role in
the assessment process. Parents are invited 10 share stories or family histories. At the
end ofa tmit. ::he ponfolios an: a valuable way to infonn patents of their
child's1adolescent's progress. By including the paRnt's input, they feci more
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involved in their child'sladolescent's learning and academic progress. The suggested
letter for this thematic literature unit is found in Appendix A. p.138.
S!!!nInm
This chapter describes the procedure involved in designing and implementing
a thematic literature unit. It outlines the theme oflhe unit, the conceptual framework.
the teaming outcomes, the learning resources. the learning experiences and the
means ofassessing students' growth. Teachers are encouraged to adapt the
framework to suit the leaming needs and interests of the students in their classrooms
Students' work tkroughout a unit should be contained in their portfolios to
allow all stakeholders including teacher, student, parents, and administrators to
assess the cognitive and affective growth that has occurred.
Appendix A afmis project contains the actual project Deve/opmg Socially
ReJpon.flhle Studenu: A Thematic I.iterature Unit on SOCIal I1/jUSflCI1. It has been
developed as a handbook for teachers of 10-1) year old students and contains all the
resource infonnation, learning experiences. and assessment infonnation necessary for
successful implementation.
The final chapter of this project outlines the conclusions, insights. and
recornmendarions the writer has fonnulated while developing this project.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS, INSIGHTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
This projett designs a cumculum development and implementation
fTameWOfk ofan inquiry-based, student-centred thematic literature unit on social
injustice. The purpose of this lhematic literature unit is to help students become
aware, through immersion in quality children's and adolescents literature, ofhow
stereotyping can lead to prejudice and discrimination which can perpetuate various
forms ofhwnan rights' violations. This immersion in children's and adolescent
literature assists students in developing a core ofshared values and a sense of social
responsibility at a local, national, and global level. These values include peaceful
contlict resolution, respect for individual differences, and a concern for socialjusllce.
IXveloping Sociolly RespotLfible. StuJe.nls: A Thematic (Imt on Social
lnju.ttlce is merely a launching pad for a study on social injustice. With SO much
injustice occurring in the world today, it would be impossible to address all the
problems. However, this unit assists in developing an awareness of basic social
concepts such as stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, human rights and social
responsibility. Just as a rocket begins its journey from its launching pad into
unex~ored territory, this unit launches students into a lifelong exploration ofsocial
issues. Before embarking on their journey, astronauts need to develop the knowledge.
skills, and stnltegies required for a successful voyage. This thematic liter.a1Ute unit
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prepares students by equipping them with the concepts, knowledge. skills and
strategies for further exploration.
Insights
Having taught Social Studies for several years, the writer has often been
curious as to why teachers continue to teach from outdated textbooks. When teaching
from the authorized textbooks the writer found it uninteresting and unstimulating and
opted to choose different resources to address the learning outcomes. However. the
curiosity remained. Once this project was initiated. it became evident as to why the
authorized textbooks are so frequently utilized.
The key stage learning outcomes outlined in the Newfoundland and Labrador
Department of Education's Social Studies curriculum guide for the elemenwy and
junior high school levels are broad and general. For example, the key stage learning
outcome for Social Studies states that by the end of grade 6 students should be able to
""give examples of the innuence offrcedom. equality, human dignity, justice. and
civic rights and responsibilities in Canadian society" (Foundation for the Atlantic
Canada Social Studies Curriculum, 1999, p. 16). The Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador Depanment of Education's Program ufSludies 1999-2000 Slates that
the Social Studies program at the elementary level "emphasizes the importance of
human rights and responsibilities and encourages students to apply their knowledge
and skills to everyday life" (p. 65). However, neither document defines any of the
terms or concepts and provides little direction as to how to achieve the outcomes. As
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well, the only resources authorized in the Program of Studies are the tex.tbooks issued
by the Department of Education, some of which have already been deemed as
outdated. Thus. iftcachers are to achieve the key-stage outcomes for Social Studics,
it is necessary 10 look. fOf resources in addition to or in place of the authorized
textbooks. Nevenheless. it takes a great deal of time and ~nergy to locale learning
resources. And the time and etTon does not stop there. Learning experiences thai
renect the key-stage learning outcomes must be developed which addresses the
diversity of learning needs in the classroom. Therein lies another problem.
Planning and developing a thematic literature unit requires an incredible
amount of time and etTort. Teactlers often admit there is barely enough time to
complete the everyday tasks required without adding more demands on their time and
energy. The: writer acknowledges this accurate reality of classroom life. It is not that
teachers arc: unwilling to plan and develop thematic units. there is simply not enough
time allotted for such processes. However, if teachers are to create learning
environments that ignite students' enthusiasm, time for planning and developing
thematic literature units is crucial. Time is essential for collaboration among grade
levcl colleagues, learning resource teachers, and student suppon personnel to plan
and develop curriculum which addresses individual student needs. If teachers are
fortunate enough to find time to plan and develop curriculum, two other problems
arise when they try to implement the unit of study: scheduling and limited resrnm:es.
Scheduling is a valid concern. Students leave the classroom for physical
education, music, computer education., band, and remedial help. As well, countless
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other interruptions such as school assemblies. class pictures, and guest speakers
occur on a regular basis. Thus. finding the time necessary to implement a thematic
literature unit is a legitimate problem. Further, subjecllcaching, especially at the
junior high level. is another complicating factor. If different teacners are responsible
for different subject areas within the one classroom, finding large blocks of time can
be difficult Yet, this;s exactly what is required if implementation ofa thematic
literature unit is to succeed. Students need large blocks of time to immerse
themselves in the literature, to reflect and discuss it. Time is also essential ifstudents
are to connect to the characters. listen to peers' views and see the literature from
others' perspectives.
Nonetheless. large blocks of time are insignificant if teachers are unable to
access multiple copies of the learning resources selected for the thematic literature
unit Lack of resources is one of the biggest obstacles in implementing thematic
literature units. If multiple copies of the literature under study are unavailable.
implementation becomes difficult.
Recommendations
Reflecting on the process of designing a curriculwn development and
implementation framework, the realities of school life, and the learning needs of the
students, this writer has several r«ommendations which will benefit all stakeholders
involved.
More dir«tion for cuniculum development and implementation for
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addressing social issues needs to come from The Newfoundland and Labrador,
Depanment of Education. Thus, it is recommended that the Department of Education
hire a team of teachers who have Ilad success in implementing successfullhl:matic
literature units at the elementary and junior high levels. This team WQuid be
facilitated by a lead teacher who specializes in curriculum studies. Presenting
teachers with guidelines and suggestions for learning resources and learning
experiences may motivate teachers to look outside the authorized textbooks and
design more relevant learning experiences for students. The writer is not advocating a
set curriculum design but rather an open and fluid plan that allows teachers choices
and options in which they can address the leaming needs of their own particular
students while achieving the curriculum learning outcomes.
Even if more direction for curriculum development and implementation is
forthcoming from the Departmem of Education, teachers require more daily or
weekly preparation time if thematic units are to be developed collaboratively among
colleagues, learning resource leachers, and student support specialists. Thus, it is the
recommendation of this writer that more time be alloned by the Department of
Education for curriculum development and planning at the school level. Time is the
essential component missing from the curriculum developmem and implementation
equalion. Teachers are continually encouraged to become action-researchers and
curriculum developers. However. the parties that want to see these initiatives occur in
the classroom are unwilling 10 commit the n:somces necessary to allow teachers
more time to become change agents. Until teacher preparation and planning time as
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well as teacher professional development is acknowledged by the Department of
Education as being instrumental in improving teacher practices which in effect will
improve stUdent achievement. little will change. The Ministerial Panels Repon
which was released in April. 2000 recommended the need for increased professional
develC'pment for teachers. Judy Foote. the provincial Minister for Education. in a
news release on AprilS, 2000 staled, "In the 2000.01 budget. we have included
additional funding for Ihe implementation ofcurriculum and for teacher professional
development" (News Release at www.govnfca/reIeasey2000Jedu/04Q5n05 htrn).
Teachers will hopefully see this recommendation resurrected during the 2000·2001
school year.
Administrators need to consult with teachers before scheduling is completed.
Large blocks of time are required for successful implementation of thematic
literature units. Because ofthe many ~ibilities and obligations administrators
are required to manage at the beginning oCme school year the writer suggests the
teacher approach the administrarion to advocate for the blocks oftime necessary 10
implement thematic literature units. (fteachers are armed wilh tne knowledge that
thematic literature units encourage student panicipation, increase leacher inquiry.
encourage parental involvement, and promote lifelong learning, it is highly probable
lhat teachers wishing to commit to this style of instruction will have the full suppon
of their administration.
The final recommendation is for the Department of Education 10 provide
further funding for classroom learning rcsourtts. Full class sets of resources "''Quid
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be ideal. However, multiple copies of resources are essential. Without the: necessary
resources, It is unrealistic 10 believe lhat implementation of a thematic literature unit
will be successful.
These recommendations demonstrate that the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador's, Depamnent of Education needs to supply more direction and funding
in order to improve the learning situation ofthc provinces' students. As well, teachers
need to be more involved in curriculum design. Teachers have 10 lake the lead in
searching for more relevant curriculum materials and designing thematic units that do
more than merely pay lip service to addressing social issues in our world today.
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TEACHER'S HANDBOOK
DEVELOPlNG SOClAlLY RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS: A THEMATIC
LITERATURf UNIT
Introduction
This curriculum resource handbook for teachers is written to provide 10-13
year olds the opportunity to develop a bener understa:lding and appreciation of the
inequalities and so.:ial injustices innictcd upon humanity in a global. national and
local domain from an historical perspecti""c. Through reading and responding to a
....,de range ofchildren"s and adolescent literature focussing on African·American
slavery and the Jc....ish Holocaust. concepts such as stereotypes. prejudice. human
rights and social responsibility arc explored. This unit invites students to c.uminc
situations where inequalities exist or individual's rights have been denied.
The thematic literature: unit includes a rationale for studying social injustices.
the curriculum learning outcomes addressed throughout lhe unit, a web ofliteralure
links. the recommended learning resources, the lcamingexperiences, as well as the
assessment tools required for evaluati\"e purposes.
Rationale for Studying Social Injustices
Students witness daily steftOtyping, prejudice. discrimination. and violations
of human rights from various modes: television: mo..ies: music videos; and personal
observation. They need to be: prepared to deal with these complex situations so that
8\
they are able 10 rttognize injustices that occur around them and even to diem. Thus.
we as teachers need 10 ask the following questions: Do students understand the
images and messages behind the injustices to humanity witnessed nightly? Do we
invite students to reflect upon Ihc injustices and question Ihe motivation behind
them? Does the curriculum invite students to explore their feelings and reactions to
such horrors inOicted on other human beings1 Do we offer students opponunities to
examine the kind ofsuppon they might c:<lend 10 help alleviate some ofthe injustices
imposed on others either locally. nationally. or gk)ba1ly1
Students need to develop their 0 ....1\ opinions and vicwp:lints regarding social
issues. as well as develop an understanding of the human condition by reflecting on
differing perspectives from a variety of sources. We. as teachers. must awaken in
students a human connection 10 all people and challenge them to act by helping
students realize that their efrons make a difference (Locken, 1996). By building
students' consciousness or social issues, they can reflect on and. discuss the injustices
,vhich they have vicariously witnessed through children· s and adolescent literature.
Through this exploration students willieam about tolerance and empathy towards
others. They will ronnulate their own views and opinions. as well as contemplate
their social responsibility in affecting change.
Students need to develop awareness orthe vanous ronns or inequalities which
exist in today's sociel)·. The)" need to view themselves as lruth-tellers and change-
makers. Funher. they need to acquire skills to help them take action on imponant
social issues such as stereotyping, prejudice. and discrimination. Teachers can begin
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to develop students' awareness oChow evil evolves by introducing and discussing
topics such as stcreofypeS. prejudice. and discrimination. Understanding the nature of
these topics is the first step in combaning these practices.
Students must understand thai every human being deserves to be considered
as a unique and valuable individual. We, as leachers. need to help them b'TOW and
develop in a social context. Because human experience consists of thoughts and
actions. as well as feelings, emotions. and relationships. one effective way to promote
students' social development is through literature. Classroom environments can be
infused ....;lh literature and learning experiences that cause students to reflect on and
apply core values DCa democratic and civil society (Galleni, 1999).
By examining African-American slavery and the Jewish Holocaust through
children's and adolescent literature, students will be exposed to the injustices of these
historical evems and come to understand and apprcciate human rights. When they
understand their human rights. sndcnts are bener able to protcct the rights of
themselves and the rights of others. The stUdy of human rights not only teaches the
real meaning of freedom, but what it means to be: fully bwnan.
In Newfoundland and Labrador. the Deparunenl of Education' s document
FoundatIOn for (he At/anile ( 'anadu SocIal SIUJie.f Curriculum for PmtuJry.
Elementary, anci Secondary (1999) states that by the end of grade 6 students will be
expcctedto:
give examples of tile inOuence of freedom, equality, human dignity,
justice. and civic rights and responsibilities in Canadian society (p.
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16);
discuss why and how stereotyping, discrimination. and pressures to
conform can emerge and how they affect an ind;v;dual (p. 18);
identify causes, consequences, and possible solutions to universal
human rights and other selected global issues (p. 12):
identify and describe how people create places that reflect human
needs. values. and ideas (p. 24): and
identify and compare events of the past to the present in order to make
infonned. creative decisions about issues (p. 261.
As well. the document FoundufwnfiJr Ihe Allunllc ("unudu SoclUl Siudle.'"
('umculumfiJr PrImary. I-Jemf!nlury. and Secondary I 1999) maintains that
Issues-based social studies considers the ethical dimensions of issues
and addresses controversial topics. It encourages consideration of
opposing points of view, respect for well-supponed positions.
sensitivity to cultural similarities and differences. and a commitment
to social responsibility and action (p. 29).
It is these thoughts and opinions that sparked Ihe writer to develop this
panicular thematic Iilcralure unit on social injustices. The next part of this handbook
presents the netcssary lools required to implement the Ihematic literature unit.
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Curriculum Learning Outcomes
Developiflf. Soclully R~f1SibleSludenu: A ThematIc Literature Unu on
SoclaJ InJu..mces
The main curriculum concentrations for this thematic literature unit aTC
lAnguage Ans and Social ~Iud;es. Thus, the major leaming outcomes addr~
Language Arts and Social Studies yet will include various leaming outcomes of other
disciplines as well, including Religion, An, and Music.
The following learning outcomes are adapted from the Atluntic' ('unada
;':ngh"h LlInf!IIllf!/! Aru ('/lrncuJum (jmde.~ 4-1i (Department of Educalion. 1999) and
the FuunJallon for Ihe Allanite CunudlJ Social SlUdie.( Curriculum Entry l.evel -
(jrude /2 (Depanment of Education. 1999). For the purpose oflhis unit.lhe key stage
curriculum outcomes for the end of grade 6 are viewed as suitable for this age group.
Teachers may modify the outcomes depending upon the learning needs and age levels
of their students.
Table 1 and Table 2 outline the curriculum learning outcomes for English
Language Arts and Social Studies lhat should be met by Students leaving grade 6. Ttk:
numbers delineate key·stage learning outc.omes which are applied duri"S Ihe
implementation ofthe learning experiences
Table I Learning Outcomes for Engli~h Language Arts
I. E.umine their own and
O!.ben'thoughts.idcu.and
qunlions in discussion 10
extend tbcirundcnt&nding in
small or whole grwp senina.
1. Ask questions calling for
t1aboralion.clarificalion.or
qualitic.allon.llldrespond
lhouglrtfullyandapproprillely
loqutslions
J. Formuwe. support.. and
~epoinuofviewin.l
eonvincingrnannerby
pro,iding~U1details.
•• UstentriticallylOOlntn·
ideas and po<n1S ofview 10
&ssesslherdevancyand
adeqUE)'oflhe tvidcntc while
demonstratingrespe<:tfor
otht:n by cxprnsing idw and
opinions in a m.annerthal
respeclS sensitivity to othen.
5.ltl'llT'lCJ'W:them5dvesin
qua1ilylileranJJerepresmlingl
variay ofgcnrts appropriate to
lhcirasellwmtttslhcir
""""0-
6. [)eo.~lop.l penonaJ respome
to I nztgeoflextS by making
connections bdween lextS.
themsel\les. and OIhen 15 well
ue:cplainwhyaputkularltlCl
manenlo!hem
Writ-e iI: Otlwr Ways of
--........
7. Express and suppon points
ofviewaboulissucs.themes,
and silUllions widlinlens,
ciling appropriate evdence.
.. Respond critically 10 texts
by'
- recogn~ng how their own
ideullldptfCC'ptlonsare
innuenccdbywhallheyread
IIIdview
-demoll5lralingan aWlCeness
that personal \lJlues and poinlS
of view inlluente both the
crealion of text and readers'
inIerpretltion and responses
• e:cplor'ingand retlectingon
cuJtureuponrayed'nlc:<u
• identil)ring the ~-aluc:s inherent
in I text
- ideN:ilijing md discussing
ins:lance5of~biu..
Slereotyping.andpropaganda
,. UsuTVJgeofwriting
Slnlegiesand other .....a)'$ of
repraomIingto
·extmdideasand~
-considerolhel's'perspecti\les
.rdleaOflproblemsand
provide solutions
10. Devdop. lWIge of
prewritingand.....rn.ing
$U'1Itegies.(webbing.
proofreading. revising and
ediling)todevelopeffeai\le
tinalprodutlsandolher
represenlllions in lermsof
darity,organization..and
effecti\lenessin oommunicaling
ideas.
Adapced from the Atlantic Canada EnglIsh Language ArtS CUfflClllum (jrodes J-(j
([)qlartment of Education. Go\'a1I.1DtD1 orNtwfoundland and Labndor. 1999 pp. 29-(1)
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Table 2 Learning Outcomes for Social Studies
CItiuMkip.,
Power.&:
Govonoa...
11. ldntrify and
explainthc
rights and
rnponsibiliries
o(individual
cirizmsina
local. national.
""'g1-
conlext.
12.Undmtand
Iheconceptso(
'='om.
equality. human
dignity. justice.
and civic rights
"'"responsibilities
13. Takeagc_ok
actiomlod<m,,,,,..,,
"".
responsibilities
ascitizcns.
1(. Describe
how_...
influence the:
ways in whtth
expcricnc:csare
inletpfC1cd.
15. DiSCUHhow
and why
stereotyping.
prejudice.
discrimination.
and prcssures 10
conform can
cmcrgc and how
they affect an
individual.
,................
16. IdentifyQ"'"
amsequcnccs. and
possible solution
10 uni"ena!
human rights and
otherselcclcrl
global issues.
17. Plan and
evaluale age-
appropriate
actiOfl!:fOSUppon
peace and
sustainability in
ourinterdcpendcnt
world
Pcopk. Pia",
I<
£avir'MlIIetIC
Il.ldmtify
and describe
how people
crealeplaccs
lhalreflcet
h~""""
valucs.and
ideas.
n ....
Ce.tilluiCy.
1<0._
19.
R"""h
and describe
hislorical
events and
ideas from
different
pcnpcttives
ZO.ldcntify
...
compare
evcntso(
Ihc pasl 10
thcprescnl
inordcrto
m"',
informed.
anti~
decisioM
.bout
important
issllCS.
Adapted from the ""mlnda/lOn/ur the Atlantic ('unada Soctal Swdle.f ('umculum
Entrv Level· Grade 12 (Department of Education, Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador. 1999, pp. 16·27)
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Annotated Bibliography of Conceplual Literature Links
The literature selected for this unit contains main characters who are
subj~ted to prejudice and discrimination. and have had many of their human rights
violated. They have suffered numerous indignities. yet their human spirit petSeVcres.
Also. the stories furnish characters that show the opposite side of the inhumanity:
characters who aid victims of injustice at great perillO themselves and their families.
The selections are well·wrinen and of high quality, but paramount to that they are
gripping. As students journey forward through the literature, they develop an
appreciation for every individuals' human rights and begin 10 e:o.:plore ways in which
they can eliminate social injustice.
Africl.AmtriCII. Slavery Rna.rees
Bound for America (1999), James Haskins &. Kathleen Benson. Illustrated by Floyd
Cooper. New York: Lothrop Lee &. Shepard
Between about 1500 and 1850. millions of Africans were captured and
transponed across the Atlantic in one of the most tragIc ordeals in human
history. In this objei::tive and profoundly moving book.. Hask.ins and Benson
open ....ith discussions of slavery throughout history and of Europe and Africa
at the time the African slave trade began, then closely examine every aspei:t
of the Middle Passage. Included are sections on capturing lhe slaves. the
march. to the coast, the selei::rion of slaves for purchase, conditions on slave
sh.ips, and slave revolts aboard ship. Illuminated with h.istoric prints,
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photographs. and Floyd Cooper's compelling paintings. Timeline.
bibliography, map. and index included..
Cbri$bnJ$ in the Big HouR 'bOgmls in thCOuaneD (I99S). P.e. McKissack &
F.L. McKissack. New York: Scholastic.
In a beart\'.'anning book rich in historical detail and careful research.
Ctu;stmas on a pre..civil War plantation ;s described from two starkly
different points of view: the big house and the slave quaners. Magnificent
full-color illustrations. along with recipes, poems. songs. journal excerpts, and
more add depth and authenticity to this book. A rich. detailed description of
life on a plantation in 1859 from Christmas Eve to New Year's Day.
From Slave Ship to freedom Road (1998). Julius Lester. Illustrated by Rod BrO\\n.
New York: Puffin Books.
Julius Lester brilliantly interprets Rod Brown's rv.-enty.four powerful
paintings depicting the course of slavery. From Ihe ships sailing from the
Middle Passage through the Civil War. the book vividly portrays the abuse.
auctions. and whippings. lester poses several pcovocati\'e questions to the
reader that causes one 10 reflect on their own f«lings towards others. A
wonderful book for a read aloud with students. From Slave .'1'hlp 10 Freednffl
Road is a work of major importance.
I Was a Born a Slave' The Slgr; of Hartje! Jacobs ( 1997). Jennifer Fleischner.
Illustrated by Melanie Reim. New York: Millbrook Press.
Fleischner gives the reader a glimpse into the horrors of slavery and the
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lengths to which those enslaved would go in order 10 avoid bcing sold, beaten.
starved. 0( molested. Bold, black wood-block prints which wert African-
inspired draw readers inlo Jacobs's life as a slave in Noeth Carolina and her
eventual escape to the North. after hiding for seven years in her gnmdmother's
tiny attic.
The Last Safe House (1998), Barbara Greenwood. Illustrated by Heather Collins.
Toronto: Kids Can Press.
Painstakingly researched and articulately written. The {.a.w Safe Huuse is
based on Stories of many slave and non-slave families involved with the
Underground Railroad [t is lhe story ofthc fictional escaped slave Eliza
Jackson and the Canadian Johanna Reid. Reid and her family hide Eliza and
her brother until they can be safely reunited with their mother.
~ (1993). Gary Paulsen. IllustJaled by Jerry Pinkney. New York Delacone
......
This story is told from the point ofyjcw ofSamy. a 12·yea.r-old slave girt. It is
a powerful story about her friend Nightjohn. an adult male slave. and his
dream to teach the slaves how to read and write. Samy becomes his student
even v.;th the knowledge that she could be in a great deal of trouble if Waller.
the plantation owner, discovers her secret,
Noah by Nigbt: A SIOD' oftbe Underground Railroad (1999). Katherine Ayres. New
York: Delacone Press.
In 1851 Lucy Spencer's family used their Ohio home as a scation for the
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Underground Railroad.. a network of people and places that helps fugiti\'c
slaves escape to freedom in Canada. Lucy believes in what she and her family
do to help the fugitives. even ifit means puning herself in danger. Lucy helps
the Widow Aurelia Mercer with a family of runaway slaves who are hiding in
her anic. She teams so much about growing up. love. and standing on her own
from her experience.
North Star to Freedom (1997). Gena K. Gorrell. New York: Delaeone Press.
For thousands of slaves the North Star marked the way to freedom on the
Underground Railroad. The stories of the brave "passengers" on the escape
route whose extraordinary fonitude broke their own chains. and of the
~conductors~ who risked theiT lives to help others. are a testament to the
human spiril The ~ling is complemented by period posters. photographs,
and paintings. making North SlUr /() Freedom a living history so gripping that
it will be impossible to forget.
Simy' A Life Remembered (1997), Gary Paulsen. Illustrated by Jerry Pinkney. New
York: Bantam Books
The sequel to Paulsen's tfuW!i.2tm. continues the story ofthe young slave girl
who learned 10 read. Wrinen from her point of view as an elderly woman.
Samy looks back al her life and recounts her days after her encounters with
her friend., Nightjohn until her last days in 1930. She brings the reader into the
life ofa slave who watches as her two small children are sold and gains her
freedom in the final days ofme Civil War. Samy is rtt.: ~ory ofttuth, courage.
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adversity, struggle. and strength ofcharacter. It is about a rime in history
when things were 'Ml>ng and about the people who continued the injustices
and those ....'ho tried to right the ....Tong.
.lewis.. HoIoaut ReIo.ras
The Children We Remember (1983). Chana Bycf'5 Abells. New York: Greenwillow.
An unforgenable photo essay about the children who lived and died during Ihe
Holocaust. A story ofdeath and loss and ofcourage and endurance.
Photographs from the An:hives arYad Vashcm, The Holocaust Ma~TS' and
Heroes' Remembrance Authority Jerusalem. Israel. This book is a powerful
recounting of how children suffered and died in the Holocaust. There are few
woras and the powerful photographs demand discussion. The book is meant
to be shared ....;th someone who can explain the ;mag~.
~ (1993l. Carol Matas. New York: Scholastic.
A young Jewish boy m:alls life in Hitler's Germany. First his family is forced
out aftheir home in Frankfon and sent on a longjoumcy to the Lodz ghetto in
Poland. and then to Auschwitz. the Nazi death camp. Though many around
him lose hope in the face of such terror, Daniel, supponed by his courageous
family, struggles for survival. He finds hope. life. and even love in the midst
ofdespair. Although Daniel is a fictitious character, his story was inspired by
the real experiences of many of the more than one million children who died
in the Holocaust
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The [)eyWs Arithmetjc (1990). Jane Yolcn. New York: Puffin.
Hannah resents stories of her Jewish heritage and of the past until, when
opening the door during a Passover Seder. she finds he~lrin Poland during
World War II where she experiences the horrors of a concentration camp. and
leams why she needs to remember the past.
Greater than Angels (1998). Carol Matas. New York: Aladdin Books.
This nO\lel covers a section of Europe often overlooked in Holocaust
literature. Matas pays tribute to the good citizens ofle Chambon·sur-Lignon
in Vichy. France. who risked their lives to save the many Jews who took
refuge there during the Nazi occupation.
In My Hands: Memories ora Holocaust Rescuer 11999).lreoe Gut Opdyke. New
York: Knopf.
Irene Gut Vt'aS just seventeen in 1939. when the Germans and the Russians
divided and devoured her native ?oland. After being rounded up. Irene ....'aS pUI to
work for the German Army. Her blond hair, her blue eyes. and her youth bought her
the relative safe job of kitchen helper and waitress in an officers' dining room. But
behind this Aryan mask, Irene began to wage her own war. She does anything she can
to help the Jews including stealing food and blankets and smuggling them into the
forest. When she was made the housekeeper for a Nazi Major, she managed to hide
twelve people in the basement of his home and to keep them safe there until the
Germans' defeat A novel with a great deal of impact.
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!fuili!(1958), Elie Wiesel. New York: Bantam Books.
This is an account ofElie Wiesel's memoirs afme Nazi death camp horror
that turns him, a young jewish boy, into an agonized witness to the death of
his family; the death ofhts innocence: and the death orhis God. Penetrating
and powerful, NIght awakens the shocking memory ofevil at its absolute and
carries with it the unforgettable message that this horror must never be
allowed to happen again.
Number the Stars (1989), Lois Lowry. New York: Yearling.
Set in Copenhagen in 1943. during the German occupation of Denmark. ten-
year-old Annemarie leams how to be brave and courageous when she helps
shelter her Jewish friend from the Nazis. Lowry was inspired by the letter ora
young Dane, who. on the eve of his execution. reminded young and old to
remember and from that remembering "to create an ideal of human decency.~
Tell No Doe Who You Are: The Hidden ChjJdhoodofRegjne Miller (1994), Walter
Buchignani. Toronto: Tundra Books,
A biography of the drama of Regine Miler's life between the ages of 10
through 13. When the Gennans invaded Belgium, Regine's young life took a
dramatic tum. A father's love ofhis young daughter forces Regine into hiding
to protect her from the persecution she would surely face as a Jew. This is the
true story ofone oftbousands of Jewish children who were hidden during the
Second World War by many courageous people who followed their
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conscience and not their fear.
Wailing for Anya (Reprinted in 19(6), Michael Morpurgo. New York: Puffin.
Accidentally discovering that Jewish children art hiding in the coun~·side.
10. and his entire French .. iIIage. help them escape to Spain. lo's concern for
the Je\IIS is measured against his reluctant awareness that the Gennan
occupiers are nol unifonnly evil. In fact. the villagers' relations with the
Germans fonn the most distinctive element of the story.
Curriculum Learning Experiences
The learning experiences for this themalic literature unit are based on a thr~·
phase implementalion frameworlc..~ unit is divided imo three phases: learning
experiences for motivation. learning experiences for evolution. and learning
experiences for resolution The learning experiences are based on the learning
outcomes recommended by the Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation IAPEF) for
English Language Ans and Social Sllxties and provide a natural intcgration of
rclcvant contenl areas and childrcn"s and adolcsccnt literaturc. The learning
experiences include whole class, small group, and individual assignments to ensure
all learning outcomes are being achieved. Students should be pcrmilted to have input
and choice regarding the activities so that their individual learning preferences are
addressed. Teachers are encouraged to adapt this list of activities to their particular
classroom needs and interests.
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Phase!· Learning Experiences for Motivation
These learning experiences are designed to generate interest in the unit of
study and to activate students" prior knowledge. It is al this stage of lhe unit that the
theme and literature to be studied and made available to students is introduced. Much
of the work at this stage is whole class learning experiences and discussion with the
teacher acting as facilitator. Students are involved in learning experiences such as
brainstorming and webbing. reading and responding, and questioning and predicting.
Further. students complete a KWL chart to inform the teacher about their prior
knowledge ofslereotypes. prejudice, discrimination. human rights. and social
responsibility. Students ate also involved in the Think·PaiT-Share (Lymen. 1992)
model. This model requests students 10 reneet on the literature on their own. proceed
to share their ideas and opinions with a partner. and finally share lIleir ideas and
opinions with the whole c1i1.Ss. This technique aids students In developing their OYoTl
opinions and ideas before hearing others'. Through the various experiences utilized
in this phase. the teacher discovers the students" prior knowledge which encourages
further interest and inquiry in a unit. The learning experiences for motivation
sug~ for this unit follow in Table 3.
larDing [:a:pem.ca
I. Choose a ribbon fimn I~!u.g and lie il to your wrist.
Listen (a the rules orrhe game closely and followlhem
exactly. When the game is finished answer lhe following
quwions in your responsejoumals
-What was your lim reKtion 10 the toIor ribbon you drew"
-What emotions did you feel as (he game continued"
-Would you like (0 p1.1y Iilis rype of pme again?
2. Pr~lemslor leenagen) make assumptions Mlwl '"'tal
they require daily 10 make themselves comfonable 9)' in and
dayout Bespecilkandexplainlhtimportanccofeadlitcm
OOlite N«tS.'llI~' nf l.1fr fonn. SJwe your itans with me
class and plal;e your compIel:ed dlifu ill your ponfotios You
WllllftUm 10 this dwt u a wer lime.
3.liSlerJ10 fM{;u.m~.• by William Goodykoonu. Record
your llwlughts and reflections Oflhis poem in your rcspon5C
journals. SlIare yuur responses with a 1W1~ and then willi
thc:ent'recltis
4. Complete the Kwt Chan and writt all you koow and all
you would like 10 learn about Afiiean-American SLavery on
Chan " I On Chart it !.. do the wne activity for the Jewish
HoioauSl.
IlMfivid••f(l)
orGroun IG
G
G
VG
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L.earaing
Outcomes
1,2,7,12,
14.15
1.2.7.14.
18
I. 2. 7.12.
14.15
1,2.7.14.
18
5. Listen 10 your teacher read f"romSAAotShpto",,,edottt
Hoat/(lester, 1991) wtj]elisl:ering,lookcloselyntbe
i1It$ntions by Ilod Brown. Answef the foUowing question in
yourre$pOftK.iourNJs:
Whu 1Ir"U)'OUfinitill responsel01he5l:oryandlht~ntings"
What etnoIionsdidyou feduyou li5l:ened 10 the 5l:otyand
obsaved the iUusrmioll$'>
Imagine you arc one orthe sla~es depicted in the book. How
would you fed?
Do )'00 lronk this is a good 510ry'1 Why, or why nof'
6. In your responx joumal. define the terms 5l.ereltypes.
prejudic:e.~djscriminalion.
VG 1.1.7.11.
14.15.18
VG 1,1.7.14,
18
Teacher.; may utilize all of the previous leaming experiences for motivalion
or pick and choose those suitable for their own particular classroom requirements.
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Table 4 supplies additional learning experiences teachers may wish to utilize 10
motivate their students.
Learning Experiences
I.Playatap:ofNegroSpiriluals"hile~gth:poemlel
Amrnca fk Amenco Aga/<! (1994). by L.1Pgstorl Hughes found.u
IlIlp:lI"'''',,"',poetS.orgIpoemsIpocrlIS.ern'l".p()oo\473l.Aflc:r
1i5tCllinglobolhmuslcmd ..ords.ha~cstudaus"T1teintheir
rt:Spon5CJounWs theu" lhougIUs md feclinS'laOOuI ..hat~·ha~c
Just~.Ancrwan:ls.hoI'-cawholc-classdisc:usslOllonlhclf
cmouonsaslhcy lim'ncd to themusic3ndlhepocms,lI5c~'IIidin~
questionssuchas:Whatdo~'oukno..-aboulsJ;l,-~·?Whal;tl'C:your
opinlOflS of ~la'cI'Y?How do you think the sl.~C$ rclt~ md HO\O'
..-ouId~'oufoci if put in thcir shocs?
2. Dis<:uulhetcrmrn:cd.WhatlSllmd",hatdocsltlllQfl"Rc:ldlhe
poem n... C'VtIo"laHollX;QUlISul'VlvorI2000j~· Alexander
Kimel IfQUndat'_''\','''ha.-.:ruO!!C9!!l!-l(lIT!CII'l!pol;ID·htmll mdask
whal they_think a=cd is"OiSQISSthc poem and the 3Uthor's
opumism despitc lhe hom:lI'S he h015 wi1llCS5Cd. ~'Qf\ he snl!
bl:licvc ina bcucrworld?
3. Cn:aIC ajollmal for ~ily cntriC$ 3bou1 pn:judi= diso;nminaion.
inhUllWll: ueatmenl,ete. Somc~'s tQ;hc,n might w:utt to gi~c
suggl:Suons for the jOllI'TIl! cntnes such u: lmagtnc ~'OU;an: being
ridic:ulcdbcuu5corthc:twr5lyleyoumU51It.a\ebec:auseof~'()W"
~ligJOUS bchcf~. How cio ~-ou fc:d" 15 then:~ . .xuon ~'ou C3I1 take to
~topthepeoplc,,"lthoutyOU gaunginto troublc'! Ha,'eyou C\C1"
cxpcricoccda5imJI:II'51IiWJon')Onothcr~S.JOUITI;lJcntrics",11bc
lhechildrtn'sdloic:c.ThcJOUlTlalshouJdbcdcH,lopodthroughoullhe
cnti~unll
4.Begin."ordbankof\\'ords~I.uallothewUl. Wordss/lould.bl:
addcdtolhc"orrlb.1nkZ5~'.b.ucdon~-"hoIcciassor
sm;dI&fOUll;ldi,-itiC$. Sludcntsshould bl:ax:oungcd to "Tite do",n
an>·nc",orinlcrestinG,-ocabul~·"onIscnr.ounterlldduringpcrsorW
readingso~·lIlaybc~tothc"..ord.bank.Thc",orrlbankmight
bl:.buIlctinboordrlisia>'or."orrl,,-aJl.ete
Phase 1: Learning Experiences for Evolution
'lIdi"idual (I) Learning
or GroUD (G) Outcoma
L 1. 7.14,
18
1,2,7,14,
18
1.2,7,14,
18
1,1,7,14,
18
Learning experiences for evolution compose the major part of a unit. They
consist of the learning experiences which provide students with a variety of in--depth
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learning experiences from various content disciplines. The teacher provides
opponunities for small group endeavors. and some individual wort in keeping with
the recommendations of the various APEF curriculum guides. Some of these learning
experiences are required. but slOOents are also given the opponunity 10 make choices
among orner activities. Because: the writer encourages students to take responsibility
for their own learning. allowing them choice among the learning experiences and the
method of presentation is critical in promoting ownership over their new knowledge.
The teacher guides and assesses the students' knowledge (concepts). values. skills.
and strategies. Students complete learning experiences that are intra-textual. inter-
texltlal, and lived-textual. Students will link ideas. compare and contrast Information.
and communicate their ideas in numerous ways including drama. music. art. "Tiling,
Ia:hnology. and orot! presentations. The learning experiences in this phase consist of
small group and individual ....-ork.
When choosing the novels for irH1cpth study, teachers must use their
discretion when se1ei:ting resources for their students" learning needs and interests.
The selections assigned by this writer ~re based on a suburban grade 7 class which
was comprised oftwenry-five students of diverse backgrounds and abilities.
Depending upon the composition ofone's class, resource selection may vary from
year to year. However, the majority ofleaming experiences outlined in this particular
unit can be adapted for a multitude of other resources.
Four novels have been chosen to investigate the main concepts for this
thematic literature unil They are Nonh byNlghl: A Story ofthe Underground
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RallrouJ(Ayres, 1998). J lVa.f 80m a Slave: The SloryofHamet JQcob.~ (Flcischncr.
1998l,/n MyHand,: MemOrle.fo!a HfJlocaust Rescuer (Opdykc:. 1999). and Night
(Wiesel. 1960). The: first novel is historical fictioll. the last three are biographies \\;Ih
the last two wrinen as memoirs by the authors. Students will focus on each novel
individually and complete: learning experiences for each scle<:tion (Intra-textual).
They will then compare and link concepts. ideas, and themes that are common
lhrooghout all of the focus books (Inter.textualj. Finally. they .....illlink the ideas
represented in the various literature to their own lives and the world in which they
live today (Lived-textual).
Intr.Hcxtual Learning Experiences
Each student ""'ill be required to complete all the individual experiences in
their response journals. After the questions hase: been ;mswcred individually, students
\\ill again share their responses .....;th their panners and then \lo;th the whole class. The
teacher will inquire as to ....rhich aeti"ities cach group wishes to completc. Taking
student preferences into account, the teacher "ill thcn assign each group two to three
specific group activities to complctc. These group activities require cooperalion and
collaboration from each mcmber to ensure complete participation from all mcmbers.
To ensure this participation the cooperati·..e learning structure called Roundtable
(K~gan. 1990) "ill be utilized. Each group is alloned one chart and one marker and
cach participant is asked to contribute information until no more possibilities exist.
The groups ....ill then share their discoveries l,I,ith the class in a variety of formats
including oral presentations. songs., and role-plays.
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The first column afTable 5 through Table 12 consist of the acrualleaming
experience. 1be second column indicates if the experience is meant as an indi~idual
Of small group learning experience .....hile the third column contains numbers which
correspond to the leaming outcomes found in Tables I and.2 on pages that will be
addressed for that particular learning experience. Teac~rs are encouraged to ,~ake
their own decisions in the manner they appcoach each leaming experience. These are
only suggestions.
Table 5: Learning EXQ!:rieoces for I Wu.\' Born u .....·!lIlIt!· 'l'hf# '\fOry(J(HCJmetJaC!Jh.~
Lorning £Xpcrtences
I. What was the most important thing in
Harriet"s life? Explain your ans.....er.
2. Explain how Harriet survived living in a
cramped anic for seven years.
3. Describe some orthe physical effects ofl;\;og
in the anic for seven years.
4. Describe three of Harriefs worst fears while
in hiding.
Individual (I) uuning
orGrouolG OulcOrllts
2.3.7.8,9
2,3.7,8.9
2.3.6.7.9
1.3.6.7,8.9.
14.16
5. Why was Dr. Norcom so determined to find
Harriet? Why didn't he give up after a year or
",'
6. Why did Harriel feel the need 10 hide from Dr.
Norcom?
7, In whal ....'3ys did Hamel experience prejudice
and discriminalion?
G
G
G
1.1,3,4.6.7,
9,14,15.16,
19
1.1,3,4,6,7,
9,14,15,16,
19
2.3.7,8,9,
14,16,19,20
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Table 6· Learning E.xperiences: North hy Nighl: A Swry or/he Underground Railroad
Lnmiftg Expuitnces
L What influences Lucinda's lkcision 10 leave her
family and take Hope to Canada?
2. Discuss the role Miss Aurelia played in helping
Lucinda become such an independenl young lady.
3. How docs Miss Aurelia's unconventional attitude
regarding the role of women alTect Lucinda's decision
to become involved with the Underground Railroad'?
4. How docs living with Miss Aurelia for a few
months make Lucinda more capable of dealing with
loneliness when she arrives in Canada?
5. Write an epilogue to the novel North hy NiKhl
lening the reader know whether or nol Lucinda
returned 10 her family.
6. Research the Quaker religion to discover their
beliefs. Why did they risk their lives and property 10
help runaway slaves'?
7. The only way Lucinda can communicate .....ith her
family is by writing teners using codes. Write a lenCT.
using the codes that she and her family used in the
book. from Lucinda to her family letting them know
thai she and the baby arrived safely in Canada and
what her plans are.
8. Miss Aurelia wriles an artide that she plans to
publish once Lucinda has returned and the baby is safe
Draw a picture that Miss Aurelia mighl have drawn 10
accompany her article.
9. The slaves found a great lkal ofcomfoct in their
songs. locale some of the Negro spirituals thai slaves
may have sWIg. Select one song 10 perfonn in class.
Whal do the spirituals lell us aboul the lives !he slaves
led and their hopes for freedom'?
10. Wrile and penonn a scene about Ilo'hat Hope. the
baby in the novel North by Night. mighl be told when
she 1lfOWS UD aboul her mother's Dli~1 for freedom.
Illdividw.l(l) Lnming
orGrou G 0.",,,...
2.3.7.8,12
2.3.7
2.3.7.11.11
2.3.7
2.9.10
1.2.3.4.5.7.
G 8.9, II. 14.
18,19
l. 9.10
G
1.4.9
G
I. 2.·t9, 12.
G 14.19
1.2.4.9.12.
G 14.19
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Table 7' Learning Ex~rjences for In My Hand..: Memor/e.<; ofa Holocau...t 8e..cuer
I. Give evidence from the biography In My
Hands that the Gut family has a close
relationship.
2. How do Irene's Jewish friends gain courage
from her?
3. What does Irene risk and sacrifice the most
in helping her Jewish friends survive?
4. Imagine you are a family member ofone of
[rcnc's survivors. Write a letter to her thanking
her for her efforts.
'Hivkf••1(I) Leani.g
or GroUD IG o.Cat.a
2.3.5.7
2.3.7,8.9.
14,15, [6, 19
2,3,6,7,8.
II. 12. 14, IS,
16.17,18
2,3.6,8.9,
10, II. 12. 14,
15.16.18.19
5. Irene said, "In my home. there had never
been any distinction made between people
based on their religion-(p. 19). Many of the
Polish people remained silent when the
Russians and Germans invaded Poland.
Discuss how prejudices might be developed
oul of fear. How does fighting pl'cjudice take
courage? Write yOtlt thoughts in your response
journals.
6. Irene endures many harrowing moments.
She: is faced with threats of tonute and prison.
What kind ofemotional and mental strength is
needed 10 survive such tunnoil?
7, Design a promotional posler for In "4y
Hand!)'. Select a passage from the book that
best represents the title. and quote that passage.
with its page reference, on the back of the
Icoster.
G
G
G
[,2.3.4,5.6.
1,8,9, II, 12.
14.15.16.19.
20
1.2.3,4,5.7.
8,9. II. 12.
14,15.16.19.
20
1.2,9
Table 8_ Learning EXJlCric;ocq em .Viyhl
I. Why do you Ihink the people ofSrghet did
nOI believe the recount of Moshe the Beadle~
As a fricnd of Bcadlc·s. why did Elic ignorc his
warnings?
2. If onc of your fricnds c:unc to ),ou 10 warn
),OU that hc/she had witnessed horrific things
wc::rc:: going to happ;:n to you llIki you should
leave your home immediately. do you think
you would listen to hlmlher! Why or why oor!
3. Ds:scri~!.he conditions of lhe: concentration
camps including how people were processed
mlo Ihe camp system, Use the novel Night to
investigate,
4. What was selection'! Describe how you
would feel if you had 10 go through the
selection process.
5. What Ittod of indIgnities W'CfC t:lle and the
other Jewish men subjected to in the camp?
Express how these men felt in a creative wav
ri.e. a poem. picrure. ~g.. rnle-p'ay. elc.) .
6. Describe the most disturbing image for you
in this book? Why did you choose this image?
7, Represent through words. art. drama., or
music the image you will remember most
aboul Eire Wiesel's novel Nigh'.
lOS
IDdividual (I) LeuDiDg
or Groun G OukomtS
1,3,6,7.8,9.
14.15,
2.3.7.8,9,
II, 1~.10
2,5.12,14,
15. lK. 19
2.5.12.14.
IS. 18. 19,20
2.3.6.7.8. 'l.
n. 14. 15. 16.
18.19
2.3.6.7,8.9,
12.14.15.16.
18.19.20
2.3.6,7,8.9,
12.14. IS. 16.
18,19,20
8. How did Elie's views about God change
throughout the course of the book? Why did
Ihev chan~e?
G 1,2.3.4.5.7.
8.9.
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Inter·Texlual Experiences
Students will be required to complete three or the individual eltperier.cc:s
outlined below in their responsejoumals. One small.group project ....ill be completed
by each group. The teacher will assign each group a project in consultation with the
students
Tahle 9: Learning Experiences for North hy Night 1l+U-~ Rorn!J stuve III 1\1y Humb
I. Design a new cover for oneoflhe novels studied.
Mue eenain 11\11 lhe cover etpreues Ill1 imponlll1l
upecI oflhe $lory
~ Compare and cont~1 ~ of the following. (II
Hvriet J«e.obs and Elie 1A~1e$CI OR Cb) Irene Gul and
Lucin4aSpencer.L'scaVennDiagrwn.
3. Wmeadiaryffomlhepenpccriveofarunawayslave.
Dacribe the hardships eneoutlIlered.. lhe peopIc who
helped.thereatofbeill¥~andthefeclingsof
being-free-
4 Wme. concrete poem aboul the life oflhe slaVC5.
S. Write. newspaper ICCOUIlI ofllKinda's escape to
CanadaoroftheheroicfeatsoflreneGut.
6. Wrile a lenet" from Elie Wiesel to Hamel. Jacobs
What might he say 10 her"
7. Write a Idtet" ofrecommendation for either Harriet
Jacobs. lucinda Spencer. ElieWiesel. or Irene Gut.
I. Wrile aeuJogy for eilhcr Harriet lacobs. l.ucinda
Spencer. ElieWICSCl or lreneGuL
IndjyiduII(I)or
Croup(G}
Lelmiaa:
OIiICOlIIe5
S.'
2.3.5.1.1.9
2.3.0.7.1.9.10.
II. 12. 14. lS. 16.
11.19.
2.3.6.1.1.9.10.
11. 12. 14. IS. 16.
11.19.
2.3.6.1.1.9.10.
II. I2.H. IS. 16.
11.19.
2.3.6.7.1.9.10.
11.12.14.15.16.
11.19
2.3.6.7.1.9.10.
11.12,1·... 15.16.
1&.19.
l. 3.6.1.1.9.10.
11.12.14,15.16,
11,19.
9 W,uc.pcnonallmerloonl!ofthecllaRctersvou
otdmirtd t:se Inc: proper fonnal of. fiiendly Iert~
10 Find example'5 offigurati\'C language thai describe
prqudice. disl;:rirnin,.tion. or iNumanity in the novels
srudied iind V.Tilt down fh'c eumples Uld c:q>Wn the
compui50ns. Choose one ofthc dwacten and ....rite!
original silnilesoc mctIphon describing thai chatacter
II. TIlesl.\-esfound.jtealdealoftomfoninr!Jeir
songs locale someoflhe Negro Spirituals tNt !Javes
ma)" ha\'e sung. Selea one song to peMonn for theclus
Present an oral report discussing the stories the spirituals
Icl1 us Ihc prejudices they flced. their lives. and their
hopesfortTeedom
12,Writeaquestionnaireabouttheiuueofsl.\"crvor
IhcHolocaust Adminislcril 10 lhe publit and wriiea
reponordr3\l1adanloreponlhcpublic'sperception
aboullheseiuues
1J COIT5truct. s1.~e quan.:n based 01\ the information
acquircdthrou~lhclilC1llUreyouhavtreadand
rt'SeaJchcd. You may ...ish 10 COI\$II\ll;t a whole
pl&nwion in order 10 compare the "ilig hou!ie- 10 the
sla'"cquarten
H ImagiDelhefourlN.inch.aBCl~oflhenoveis
RUdied"'"e!"e{omee! Writcthedi&logucthcymight
have and then perform il lOr the dan
I~ E-qlkm:thc:cscapcroulC$that ...·cn!u$Cd~·thc:
sla"C$onthr:l;nd~ndlbill'Qlldandplottl'lmion.
IRlIp Lltbdtnefi'eeslafc:s.lhcshwcnlltcs.andthc
Ioc.Ilions ofmme of tile nIIlions
Ljvesf.!extua[ Lqming Experiences
G
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2..3.6.7.8.9.10.
II. I!. 14. 15.16.
18.19.20
2..3.5.6.8.9
1.-1,9.[2.1-1
1.2.3.-1.9.11.12.
IJ.JS.16.17.IS
19,20
1.2.4.5.9.18.19
1.2.J.J.5.7.S.9.
10.11.12.13.14.
IS. 16. II. 19
1.:''''.5.9.18.19
Students will be required to complete a minimum offour lived-textual
experiences: two individual experiences (completed in their response journals) and
two group experiences. Students may select the teaming c:<periences in consuhation
with the teacher.
10.
Unit: 10' live<He:oL:!Il14lle14mjno E:oL:neriences
f-elivW"'(f)ctr
Gf'OIl,(GI
....~.. ji
"".~
1 \\'1\;Udocsllolocwslmcatl~Whyisitimportanl:to
5tUdytM,~_f"tndJwftlsi.testha1~t.~
H~tcflodi'lCO~an_er Tlle $ile may 110I come
right QUt ard {ell yootl. You may" ha.ve 10 rel1ca orl the
information given and devaop your 0'0/111 reasons. Chan
yowreasoosand share them with thecla.ss.
2. How is prejudice: developed OUI orfear" How does
fijlttingpn:judiceluecouragc'?
J. L&nSIon Hu~. a famous African-American poet.
said., "Hold filS! 10 dreams. for if dreams die. life is a
broken winged bird that cannot Oy". Discuss the dreams
ofille slaves and the victims of the H\llocau5l. How
were they different from your dreams' Who Ire the
brolIenWlngedboIrdsIn the I'IlWdsbetngRudled'!Who
keeps lheir dre:ana a1ive'l How does couDge help in
carrying on ooc:'s dranl$~
4 DisoJs.. theconsequentc:5apennnhadln~
before riskiotl: lheirlivcs 10 hdp the slaves or Ihc.lews'?
Would you be ""llins to take lhe riw" Why or ","fly
""",
5 SIaVft~forbiddcnllJlcamtlJrcadorwrit~ How
is !his a r.xm ofhuman rights \ioIaliotu' Discuss the
\"ucol~and",Tiling.Ho... ~Io".o",ingho .... {o
read and write Ildp crwe: lTtedorn" How would JOUr
lik~ differml if you~ ulllble 10 read or wrile"
6. Do you think thai rudins a memoir (I first·hand
account olan irMIMdulfs tife) of. HOIoc:auR rescuer is
more mearungrW IIIan Ic:amrng IXtsltom Itexlboolr;:"
Why or why not"
7. In North Amerin t<:'day. people 5O~irnc5led they
can'l mllkeadifference. However. it can he done. Think
of situations in your oW1llives or the lives of~our family
or liiendswhereooeperson'ihdp has made a
difference.
G
G
G
G
G
1""""'6.7·· I1 9. 11.1.1.15.16.
I """'" I
1
1.1. J.~. :S. O. 7. 8.
9.11.11.1·( IS.
15.11.18.19.10
1.1.3. .1.5.6.7.8.
9.11.11.1-1.15,
16.18.19.1.0
1.1.3. .1.5.7.8.9.
11.11. 1l.1.t. 15.
16.17.1&.19.10
l.~j.4.S.6.7.8.I '.I~ 1'.1'.:0 I
I I
1 1. 1.).-1.5.6.7.8.1
,
1.1.J.-1.7. Q .II.
11,13.14.15.16.
17.18.10
In addition to me: previous learning experiences. the following tables contain
further learning experiences that teachers might like: to utili.~.
Table 11' Additional Intnllextuall earning Experiences
IC,""-._'ClIhM~OIO""I"'l..... llI::oI:nbo<_Ib<_·.",,, ....
-....><ld<d ... lb<lII<lOd."""'-n .............. Ib< .......
~.Wn"'.~-..."""d\ano. lhJIII_ul'lb<__
Ulll...wd...... l/u> .....'. "'"o:ll., ~<..... onJ.""'''"'tl\;lI
nu(d\l beoood,fllu.btqu:I;>h, """"' publ...n...J .. ~l>.:o"'''' ttl.
mopn Thc "'>nd """'"ihould"'n..... _llfd'.....<"",
-, .....
Table \.,. Addllional Inlenexlua! I eaming E;sps:riences
4Inyourgroups.diSCUSSthefoilowingque5lionsITom
thcS!orinofre$Cllel"5~survivors:whalCll1bc
learned about the imponance ofCI.) human action.. {bl
human ri1Yl15. and (c) the human 5piril.
5 Keep. log of~1 )'OUftdcvi5ion Wltching for seven
")'S. Record .U iltSlanees ttw you believe. charKler is
bcingtreatedU'Rercotype. How llXUflIC is the
stereotype?
6. \\1Ill impIa do you. think sb.,"a'Y had on white peop6Ir
...no did not own sbsu" On lhme who did own sb.,;cs?
Why mighl $CIl'IltOrIe who was not. !lIln-owner suppon
!lIlvery"Wltymight~beapposa:lIOlhcspread
ofsl.very.but notoppcned tQ5!l;veryiudl'.'
1. Findbooksabout.specilicminoritygrOllp,Oe9;ribe
the different kinds of prejudice. discrimination. and
violation ofhuman rights they nlcounter
G
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...._-
1.2.3.-1.6.7.8.
11.12.14.16.18
1.1.11.1-1.15
11,12.,1-1.19.20
5,11,12.1-1.19.
"
8 Relate the Sl0rie5 you have read during this unit to
your own life and write your thoughu and feelings aboul
the fo/iowingq\lesl:ioM
·\\lloisyourfavorileorleastf.\IOIiICclwactcr"
·Does one chantaer remind)'QU of I friend Of family
""""'"·Does onc chal"aaer remind you ofyoursdf'l
-Do anv oftheeo;enlS in the $tOties remind vou of'Oou
oVo1llifc"' . -
·~t event woold you ~ve hilldled differently if~'ou
wen: tile ChanCIer"
-Does&n)"thing puzzle you aboul theuory" I(so.
e:<plain
-Does lt1e setting remind )'OU of somewhere you have
",,"'
-HowdQeSlhcSlorym.kc)'Ouft1:l"'
-Whal do you lih best or least ,bout the stories"'
-Whal Oilier $Iories t"'l \'OU h,ue rtad do these stories
remind youof'l .
-What would you dwlge about onearthe SlOries ifyou
~.'
IHn-idu" (I) or
C~ C
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1.2.3.5.6.7.1.
IJ
Table 13: Additional LiYW-Ie;gualleaming Experiences
9ln~-ourhlC:r.lURatdc..dloosca~ormanolflO~
;anddLscusswfolbo.mSqu$J(lft$ln ..IIa"~SI$Ibe..nta'
~~O\l?Oo~ousbin:surlll¥~and~..,ththl:
:IIJlhgr~Do~ous~f~ .._oro:onpWnrs",r.bl!lo::
"n~Finda~scmlhl:~~lSo:spc=I~'rn::IIUfIgrlll
;and",nte:aleuerIOWauUlorabo\&lthl:IIT1pX\Orl/v;:~
IO_CboDsclllll:orthl:rollo\olllg~liomAnno:fl'3llkm:l
"nlcoowyoureo;li1boul'tor ..h<lIIImc;ansICl~'O\I.YO\l~·
"nlCln~-rorm.1lyou"ishltcJpoc:m.l«ta"._s.SI~-.
"" JII(I·/I./94!....Ml:IIlOri<:smc3llmcm:lomcthan
""""-
·JulrIJ.19U-lnspIICOrC\-~"tlllns-lsullbc:lc.-c
lhJ1po:aplearc~-goodJthart. ..
II ......'h:1t 15 J /lao" Wb.JI qIW'!JC5 do Iicrocs II.1I·C'~ T1unk of
po:apll:yOllOOll5icXrIlr:roc5JDdeoo:plollll"hyyouredlbl: ...~­
~'OUdo.Tb:scpcqlkgnbc~bc:rocscny'<uIirc..h:roc:s
~"'OU~-e_cnmonc".orreadliboullllbool;s OtKussyour
~lD~ourgroupllnlldc:faldyourdJoic:cIOOlhap-oup
_bon
h.dit.-iduJm,r
C"",ltIC
U .. i.S.6.7.3.13
1.1,3.5,7,1'.')
1.1.3,5,7,1,'1
l~l'CI8lpIdc1llo<;"u"....__~ Il.lw:r! .... ....,
~dIc--._~'_~"~'_-'"b
1Ir<n:_~"__JIII'l'I~I-.lIll"''''~''
......~ ...........• .............. lIwft .w.:- .... fKI<n.-=Il.
.,""".-._~~pon:nIal -.-."... -..,,",~
CI<IIf\IIul<\II<Jlho:Ipn:jw.:e
a,AlI"""""",_
~,~""IOdfaoe_>Ilc,~__ bo.
d'Allpub...........
",l'elpIc .. taooloxp",1tIo<
fll....-.nlp..'........,
"C~,"ri.n<"'"
Ilbi~~~·::=~~"'..~=~
jISllc·'jOimOtl.>hcm.... !l<
I) 1~.,'".. ...."""""""'ld""''''~'l<' .........'n''''''hbo'''I.''''J'\\:lI\
"....w .....""""'¥I'... ttu>··b1-'\'ol1·<!u'booo.l""prc1W"""'·Al'<<!k::'c
..~l"'"o(th< -'" In ilia, ..~bt>uthoW" 11.11' ,,,. "In ""...
latll\_llI'I>UP•.l"",,,,~~IIOJJ,><nmlllal>oln""''''''
<W\-tIormri.dl<>tho,,,,,,,,,buIl11,.,..,l/lo,w: ..boprxc,,,,,thc::mt."
l"_blc ... """·tnI<>>o!:;hlo,;nl ..,u..u .......... I<uI_
:"'=: ....,...- .... .lu ...,ith~_I/1'_~
lilWk-pb\.lnaIo(~.... """""""" ..""..u-. .. !b<
"..plr.IIl(l.l"""ao<>'b<:f.~jrtI__.tr-, ~.
.."'"'"'- .. ,...· ......... S<IOkoIu_~lIInr '"C!I .. ..aa
"'","""",u.:.rI""".~.. ~1l'pIoo *,
:=~~""k>p::W.NbaIuI:.-.-",......... ",,..
16~.lnaIO( .. aIlal............ lwhabc=lfn:A<\IliJr
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17 Cn:olC.-....- .. ICk\_w.. .~
..,.l"ld..r·.OIXUOI""'P....iIIl,"
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Phase ;;. Learning Experis:nces for Resolution
Learning experiences for resolution bring closure to the: unit Through these:
learning experiences students demonstrate ~ir knowledge of the concepts ofme
unit This phase encompasses all the new ideas. k.nowledge, and insights the students
have learned from all ofme leaming experiences from Phase 1. SlUdents reflect back
to the guiding question and share what they have discovered. what conclusions they
have drawn, and dedde whether or not they see the world in a different way
Learning experiences in this phase include a Literature Circle Book Repon
(Appendix A-5). and representations of new knowledge and ideas in products such as
essays, poetry. drawing. paintings, music and drama. However, the highlight of this
phase is hosting an open house where students share with parents and the general
public the knowledge and insights they have gained ITom the study ofme thematic
literature unit. Students are invited 10 talk about and discuss the issues and answer
any questions that might ~ asked.
Students will revisit the Necessities J~Life sheet they completed at the
beginning of the unit After reflecting on all they have learned throughout the unit,
have them rttonsider the choices they made on their first sheet and revise their list
They will then complete the second Necessities ofUCe sheet (Appendix A-4) in the
Think-Pair-Share (Lyman, 1992) ronnat.
Assessment and Evaluation
One of the most innovative means of assessment and evaluation for all
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stakeholders including students. parents, teachers, and administrators is the use of
portfolios. This system will allow each pany to ha....e a method of observing a
snxknt's grO\\1h and development over time. Teachers can develop their own
systems of portfolio assessment or may opt to usc ones already developed by other
panics. such as their local Departments ofEducation and school boards. The main
objective. however, is (0 ensure lhat the learning outcomes for the unit have been
satisfied. The following tools may be helpful in organizing and collecting data to
ensure the outcomes have been met.
Speaking and Listening
Students will record their learning experiences related to speaking and
listening assignments and maintain them In their ponfolios (Appendix B-1). Teachers
will record l/l(if own observations on the checklist provided (Appendix B-2). An
e....aluation sheet based on specIfied crileria (Appcndix 8--3) is also provided so that
teachers \\ill be able 10 evaluate group presentations.
Reading and Viewing
Students' responses to the literature studied throughout this thematic unit on
social injustice will be evaluated through a variety of methods. Through Ihe
utilization of reading logs. response journals. and reading conferences. teachers will
be able to detennine the students' abilities 10 activate prior knowledge. make
connections to their own experiences. other texts., and others' experiences.
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Reading Log:~ students record the novels and books they read
related to the lheme (Appendix 8-4). They will write and draw entries
after reading. record key vocabulary words. make chans and other
diagrams. and write memorable quotes (Tompkins. 2000, p. 172),
Response Journal: The students ~pond daily to "'ilal they have read
or discussed in class. They may be asked to write about their personal
feelings and ideas they have developed from the literature or respond
10 a glven topic or a question related to a novel, quote, song, or poem
related to the unit. This journal is 10 be kept in their portfolio.
-'. Reading Conferences: Each student will hold a reading conference
with a peer. a teacher. and a parent throughout the course Orthe unit.
This allows the student an opportunity to share what they have read
and receive f~ck. They can assess lhei, progress and set new
goals. The content ofeach conference is recocded on a sheet and
placed in the students" ponfolio (Appendix S.SI.
Writing and Other Ways of Representing
The students will be expected to express Iht:ir ideas in many fonns. A record
sheet in each students' ponfolio will help the teacher and students monitor the
writing and other ways of representing that is to be completed in the unit (Appendix
8-6). The students will then decide which pieces they wish to include for evaluation
purposes. Each student will have a writing conference with a peer, the teacher and a
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parent to discuss pieces of 'ATiting and 10 develop the writing process. This ....-ill help
to identify their strengths, needs and allow them to set new goals (Appendix 8-1).
This process will be repeated for group work. Each group will maintain a special
group portfolio. The teacher will conference with the group 10 assess progress.
The teacher will assess the students' progress;n Social Studies in this area
through observation of their attitudes and understanding as they discuss and complete
the learning experiences in the unit (see Appendix B-8 for a checklist of outcomes).
Assessment of Small Group Interaction
Throughoullhe unit. the students will complete many tasks in small groups.
They need an opponunity to assess how well they worked together. A group
assessment fonn is ~d 10 gain information on each students' rating of their
individual and group's performance (Appendix 8-9).
Communication tQ PareO!$
At the beginning of this unit on social injustice. the teacher will send a letter
home describing the unit and the outcomes expected. This lener will infonn them
about the ponfolios, reading and writing conferences as well as their role in the
assessment process. They will be invited to share stories or family histories
(Appendix 8-10, p. 137). Atlhe end of the unit. the portfolios, both individual and
group. will be a valuable way to infonn parents of their child's progress. By including
the parents' input. they will feel more involved in their child's learning and progress.
Appendix A: Leaming Experience Chans
A-I - Necessities of Life Chan
A-2· KWL Chans
A-} - Reflection sh«t
A-4 • Necessities of Life Chan
A·S - Literature Circle Book Repon
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Appendix A-I: Necessities orUfe Chan
As a pre-teen (or teenager) your daily needs often require a few necessities.
List all the -items" it takes to make you comfortable day in and day OUl Be specific.
E.,<p1ain the importance ofeach item. Place your completed chans in your ponfolios.
My Necessities of Life (Before Novel Study)
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Appendix A-2: KWL Chans
Complete the first two columns of each KWL chan below. Place the cham in
your ponfolio for c=asy accl:SS. Whe=no:,,-e=r you Ic=am something new durin!! this unit..
complete the third column of the charts. Do not wait until the unit is over to complete
them.
K
K
KWL Chan on Slavery
W
What I Would Like to Know What I have Leamed
KV,1.. Chart on the Holocaust
w
What I Would Like !o Know What I hays" I talJk:d
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Appendix A·3: Reflection Sheet
These novels make me:
Th;n!< _
Realize _
Undenland _
Wish _
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Appendix A4: Necessities of Life Chart
After reading and contemplating the trials and difficulties thai the characters
in the novels cxperienced......ould you now make different choices in items that you
require to be comfortable? Complelc the chart below and then compare illo the one
you made at the beginning of the unit.
My Necessities of Life (After Novel Study)
Item Importance of hem
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Appendix A_5- I jte@tureCircieBook Reooa
(adapted from www.sdcoe.kI2.g.!1S1
You and your group have finished reading an historical novel on the topic of
African-American Slavery or the Jewish Holocaust. To demonst@teyour
understanding of the book you will complete one learning experience from each
section. Thus. you are required to complete 6 learning experiences. Each member of
your group will choose a different learning experience from each section so that
every person's ~pon will be completely different. You and your group will then
present your repons orally to the class 50 everyone willleam about each book that
was read for this assignment.
OIOlil:lXIC:b1aag~fromc.:hK:J:lOlIlla"ZldirrQaltrromC\·~onc
dsc·SIIlIII!'·IUntun:arde.
Coonplcwil~·SI.'l;~:II:U\-.ueseKh(MOfItsdeO(.~"","of~
"Malllkld1ulc ..IIMIbc~~lLEaJll!ClSnumbm:dlllnlugh
6.
MBalltlcpqc ror lll!'·rqJortlllashoooslbcutlcoflbcbookflftla1incd).1bc
alllIormdollustnlOroflbctloo*.~-nmE.Ibc~lbcpUmdlbcladlr:r·s
-
MuaWllcorcont.entsthMlCllsthcumeofeachscroonmdlbclMgcrnnbc:rror
eachp.1&,=oflbcl'q)Ottandlbczti,·~-tlutlS(llILhMp.1F
Putlbcl'holo:l'q)Otttogl:lhcrlRtlusordcr
TitlcPage
TablcorConlClllS
page I.Soxtion I ("n~lhcnllllltx:r-'rwnc:orlhcacll\-ityl
pagc2.S«uon2(I'Ti~thcnumtx:r:lllllllaml:ortheacti,·ity)
!'3!lC}.Socuonll",ri~thcnlllTlbcr;nl.lmllCofthcXl.I"ltyl
pl;ge04.Socuon~(I'TiteIbcD.-nbc:rand_ortbcXl.mty)
p.1gc5.So;uon5(..nlCthcou:tnlx:r:nt_orlhclQl'·'~·)
pagc6. Scction61"nte:lbcrwmtlcr.nl lWIll:oflhc.xIJ"'tyl
~myreportonll~.-..ithmYJ1'DllPtolbcd.,_placuIlbcbookreport.
_ ~'fucnnR ...roc ..'Ol'bbo:ls ill~' portfolio.
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AC1iviry I CfUleI tmsswon:! puzzkWI indud~11 \eul12duaformaincharacten..
~gnificantevetllS or other imponanI details of the book. Don't forgel thai your
pw::de: IIlUst h.lvebolh ~across- and ~dowtI- clues. be $life to 6U in tbeanswen
Activity Z Crulel-Wamed PO$Ier- ..-ith I. picture. listing tbe dwxtmS!iaofthe
anu~onm.(~ilwnJ in die $lory and ..'It)' he or she ill "'Irued.
AC1i\-'ity J \tatch ) impoJWII stllanents ..-ith the characten who said lhem. E:(pwn wtty
the stltanmts are impoTunt 10 the story
Act"·ily -4 ~elllhe story including 8 importanl events E..:plain why the c·...ents ue
importanl
ActivityS Createl.lll! i\.lTI.l1ge story pittures retelling the story Include8importante"enls
l:se captions to lcl1 why the evCIIlS are important.
Activity 6 Describe the sclting oflhe book, Include sensoryisighl. hearing. smell. laste,
touch/details
AClivicy 7 Onw the selling ofltle book including as many details as possible. Label your
drawing and tell where il is
AC1m1y 1 Exptain bow the main dwxter felt II the beginning, middle. and end of the $lory
ande:cplainwtty.
AC1ivity1: PrcdiawhalcoWdhappenlle'(\intheboolc.beforereadingtheentireboolc.and
cxpWn wfly you predict what you do
ActMryJ Sdectapas.sageinlheboolc.anddescribeit.Dnw2pictutesshowingwhat
happenedbefore~aftertbeseie:aedpas.sage.MakeC2plionstoldl...tll.tisin
thc:picrura.
Activity -4 Select a pwage in the booIc. and describe it. Then write I. tk:scription explaining
"'~I h.ippened before mil dier 11M: selected passage.
Activity S uplain) imponant idwor imporwtl pv1softhe stOl')' in your own words.
Explainwtlyyou picked those pans oftltestory.
Activity 6 Create an mind map (like bfainstorming) of either I. seaion ofthe book or the
entire book.. Use symbols, color. and pictures to demonstrate your understanding
ofrheSlOl)' Tetl what the cltaracters are lhinking and why.
Activity 7 Create an emotion map (like brainstorming) itlU51rating) dilfCl"eM emotions the
main charaaerCltpCriences in thc:COW1e ofthc: book and wily he Of site
expcrienocdthem. ([)on't use-happy'". -sad-.O(~~).
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Ann'ily 1 Using symbolism.. classify the ccnlfII characters as animals or things.. E.'(pWn
why you chow thc symbols you did
Aetn'ity Z Trusfer the main ch&rKter 10 a ~. setting. Describe the setting and 110... 1M
cbanaer wouJd respond 10 thedi~ PfOPle and situalions lhat he or she
mig/tlencountn
.",Cln..,. 1 Crute lingn puppets and "'tile aooc aa play depicting an imponarn pm ofthc
book
Aetn'ky" Sc:lect. mea/lhal one ofille main chancters would enjoy CIling. Be certain that
lIN: food is appropriate for the time and place in ....kich the story OCtun. Create a
menu and a method ofsen.ing it. Menu should include prices from lhe lime
period Becruliveabotn IIow you dcscribe the food llsclhekiodof"'on:byoo
mighl see on a reslaurant menu
Activicy ~ Think of a situation Ihat occurred to a character in the story and ...mle about how
you would have handled il diffnently Be specific and use 5efIsory (sight.
hearinH-lute,louch,smell)details
AClivicy 6 Gi\'e e:umples of people ~'ou know who have lIN: same problems or life
situllions as lhe characters in lhe book Be specific How are lIN: characters'
lives diffc:rent lhan lhese same people thaI you blow
.4.etivity I Sc:lect <4 central characters from lhe Slary Idmlify QCh one'sg~ qualilies
IlIClude in)'OUf' descriplion pauages or Slalemenl5lTom lIN: story which 5LlPpon
your ideas. Qualities can incklde both ph)'IicaI appean!ICe as weD u per50IWity
traitS and can either be 51ated directJyby lhe author or implied
Aetn-icy Z Select a K'C'Iion of the book Distinguish ...'hal could have I\appelled from Whil
could not Ita\'e happened in rea/life. How are lhe eYmlS and characters
believable or unbelievabk1 Use direct quotes from the story 10 suppon your
opinions.
Aetn-i'Y 1 Sc:1ect pans ohlle book thai ....ne llle lUnniat, saddest, happiest. and most
unbelievable DcsaibelheeventorsiIWllionanddiscuu)'OUTpersonaireaClion
loil
Atlil'ity.. Centraichanet.ersot\tllcxpresstheiropinion5inlhecourscofthestary.L'sing
S dilftrenl smemCT1IS from the main character, dilfnenliate whelher those
SlJlentellISlteopinionsorcouJdbeactua/fae:ts
Atln-icy 5 Compare and contrast (describing how they arc alike and differenl) two oflhe
main cllll'letcn. QL!ole the direct passages from lhe boolo: thai show what the
clt&raettnarelike.
Aetn-ity6 Sc:leetanactionoflhemainc.hancterthalwusimilaTlosomethingyoomighl
hive done. Describe what the chan.cter did IIId how and why you would hive
done 1M sarnc tiling.
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Activity I Decide which eharactCf in the book you would most like to spend the day ....ith.
Desmbt WMI that day would be like DiKUSS how it would be difftmtt ifyou
\isitedthtdllnclninthtirwor1dorifthty\isitediTl~'OUrworld
Activity Z COMidtr how dus book coukIlw:lp ~'OU in your Ollon life.. Di5o.au how the story
could or could ncM make.contributionin)"OUrlife
A(I"oity J Compare and contrut this book ....ith anothtr~ have read ConsidCflitenry
dtmentS !Illeh ti sening. clwactCfS. and plot L:~ng thost tlw:mes. describe
which book. you liked bmCf
Acciv;ly" Write I rec;ommendation u to wh)o this book should be read or not Support
rouropinion withe\idence from thete.~t
.",ctivity5 Decide if the entire story really eould have h.appencd JustilYyouropinionswilh
e\idencefromlhetext
Lil''''UI", Cirde Book Report Aetivitift • SKlioa 6
.",clivity 1 Create I postel". using quotes from the nove{ Ind pioures from tnc story. to
ad~istlhestOl'}'sothalother people would wlllltOread it.
.",«Wily Z Invent a new produa related to the story Create something dw tnc dwKlen
could I\a\'e used. Draw an i1IU5lmion of the product and description
Activity J Rewrilf the rolft oftht main charactcn in the book to create new outc;omn
Describe lIo'hat would happen wllm the characltrS chan~ roles
Ann-ity.. Imagine tlw you are one of the main dlaradtrS. Write. diary OIDXlUlltof)"our
daily thoughts IlId Ktivitic5 duriTlg J itnporw. CllUIU in lhe SfDr)'
Activity! Writelhelyricsand~toOlsongthatoneofthelMinclwacttrSmightsingif
heO(shebeameamusicalsur
Activity' CruteanoriginalcharaaCf DescribelhatclwactCfanddi:lOJ$Showheorshe
woulddl&n~theSlory
.",etivity 7 Write a dialogue (canvtfSOltion between two people) 0( monologue (jUSl one
pe~n lalking) that could communiClle the thoughls and feelings ofllle main
charOletff Illhe most important point in the Story
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Grading Rubric for Literature Cin::le Book Report
Studenl'sN'IM:
No"el !jlle'
AUlhor:
GmyDN'me'
Poinl V,ltIft:
S - EICred' ElpecCltions
... ,\Iefls Elp«:l!lions Errort
J - Minor Re"i'ian' Nredft!
Title P,ge
TableafCnntenls
..... '
Senlence Fluency
OnlPresent.lion
Voice
Connndons
ToClt Points:
Z - '"reds More Errort
1 - '"reds a Greal De,I More
~ • :'lial Enough ["ideaC'e 10 .","es'
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Appendi:c B: Assessment and Evaluation Records
B-1 • Speaking and Listening Log of Activities
fl.2 • Speaking and listening Ched.liSI
B-3· Evaluation ofGroup Presentations
B~ • Student Reading Log
8-5· Individual Reading Conference
8-6· Log of Writing Activities
B-1· Individual Writing Conference Record
B·8 - Checklist ofEnglish Language Ans Learning Outcomes
8-9 • Checklist of Social Studies Learning Outcomes
8-10· Self and Group Evaluation
8-11 • Sample L.ener to Parents
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Appendix. 8-\: Speaking and Listening: Log of Acti\<ities
StUnt Nu,,·
Adapted from C. Barrington's (1998) A thematic litmlWS unir d<velooing
childml'$ undmlutdini! o[cu!!UR culn.ral idrnriry and divrns; cultural rx:rso«rivn. Thesis:
Memorial University of NewfoundlaDd.
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Appendix. B-2: Speaking and Lislening Checklist
SoWing and USlenjng Skjlls Checklist
Theme'
Namc: Datc'
Rating: I(Needs to Improve) - 5 (ExcellenU Ri1i..ru:
I. Contributes thoughts, ideas and quesllons 10 diSCUSSion.
1. Asks and responds 10 questions to seek clarification.
3. Defends or suppons their own opinions with evidence
4. Listens carefully to Olhers' ideas, opinions and
points of view.
5. Contributes 10 and responds construclively
in conversation, small group and whole class discussions.
6. Listens attentivelv and demonstTales a....1Ueness of the
needs, rights. and f~lingsofothers
Adapted from C. Barrington"s(I998) A thematic literature; Mnil: developing
children's understanding ofcMlture cultural idcntiW and dj\-crsc cyllwal
~. Thesis: Memorial Uni\·ersity ofNc....foundland.
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Appendix. B-3: Evaluation ofGroup Presentations
Topic.: _
Names ofStudents: _
COlUelU ofPreKltlariotl
Erplunulum ofCUlt\'f! ur .wlul/(m
Orgam=utmn oftdea.~
('rearlVlty ufcomem
Crralivily ofPresetUa/jon
(..lse ufV/sual.'i IU <!'xpJum lci<!u.~
('luray uf \'UICe,f
Audttmce appeal
Group Work
Shared re.\·pon.'idultryji,r
pre,\'fmlulwn
Efficiency ofpresentuttun
('ouperullun In preparmg
pre.'ientulwn
CommeNts
COmmtntJ
Commetlls
Marle
/15
//0
/10
/10
Mark
//5
//0
/5
Mark
/10
/5
//0
Final Mark: _
CommenlS: _
Adapted from C. Barrington's (1998) A thematic litc@lwe unit: developing
children's understanding ofculturt cultural identity and dive!Jj( cultural
~ Thesis: Memorial University of Newfoundland.
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Appendix 6-4: Student Reading Log Record
Record of poems. stories. and novels read during this unit
Student'S Name: _
Adapted from C. Barrington's (1998) A thematic Ijleraturs; ynit: ds;veloping
children's understanding ofcultyR: cultU@l identity and djvS;rss; cultural
~Thesis:Memorial University of Newfoundland.
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Appendix 8-S: Individual Reading Conference R«ord
Student's Name: _
Date Book Title
Ic-
Date Book. Title
1'-'
Date Book Title
I"~
AuthorllllustratOf Conference \o\ith:
Author/lIIustrator Conference with:
Author:lllustrator Conference with:
Adapted from C. Barrington's (\998) A !hematic 1ile[JtuTe unit: developing
~rstandingofcy1twe cylwral identity and diverse cultural
Thesis: Memorial University of Newfoundland.
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Appendix 8.6: log of Writing Activities
Student's Name: _
IlJlH lI9H lRRk f!mIJIH ~ ERD!! ~
.Iii!! tl!JM
Adapted from C. Barrington's (1998) A thematjc literature unit: developing
children's undemanding ofcul!ure cultural identity and divers cultural
~ Thesis: Memorial University of Newfoundland.
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Appendix B-1: Individual Writing Conference Record
Student's Name: _
Dale Writing Topic
I'-.J·
Date Writing Topic
I'~
Do.. Writing Topic
I'-!
Conference \loith:
Conference with:
Conference with:
Adapted from C. Barrington-s (1998) A thematic literature unit: developing
children's understanding ofcu"4re cultural identity and diverse cultural
~ Thesis: Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Appendix B-8: Checklist or English Language Arts Learning Outcomes
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NameofSn.dem:: _
""."-----
'TheSWdOll:
I. Examines their own and CKMn' thoughts. ideas.
and questions in discussion to euend Iheir
u~~ in small or whole group smings.
2. Asks questions Qlling for d...-..oon. cWificaIion.
orqIWifiQtion. and respondsthougltrfiJUyand
IPproprialelyto quesaions,
3. Fonnulates. supports. and at!VOGItes points of
viewinlconvincingmanncrbyprovidingrelr.ul
deuils
4 Listens aitic;ally to olhers' ideuand points of
view to USC$li the relev.ncy and adequacyofdlC
evidtflCewhiled~nslralingresp«tforothers
bye.xpressingideasandopinionsinl manner
thllrespectssensilivityloOlhen.
5 Immerse lhemselves in quality lilerature
represenringavarietyofgenresappropr;lle
to their igeUw. meets lheir 1eami1lH.
6.Oevelopsa~responsetoloange
oftcm by making COMCICtions between
tau. tbernsdves. and OIhen as wdI as explain
why I pUticular lex! maners 10 them.
7 E.'qlI"~ and supportS poinu of~icw &bow
iuues.lhemes.md5ituations ..itttinlext5.,
citing~teeviclalc:e.
8 Responds~ to {au by
- rec:og:nizing bow lheirown ideas and~ns
are inRuenad by wNlllley read and view;
- demoIutnting an awareness thaI pcnonaI vakJes
and poinuofview infIllftICebodlllle creation of
lex! and readeB' inlerpmiWon and responses;
-C'(pkKingandrefiectingoncullUfeuponrayed
inltx!S;
.idem.ifYjnglhe valucsinherml in. ttx!: and
-idernitYinganddi5CUssingilWancesofprejudice.
bias, lIereotyping, and propaganda..
9. USoe a r3Z1ge ofWl'iling SUltegies and olher ways
ofrepreserlling!o
-consider-others'perspectives
-extcndideuanclexperiences
• rel1ect on problems and provide solutions
IO.l:kvelopaoangeofprewrilingandwrilingSlJalegies
to develop etfecti~-e firtl! producu and OIher represenlltions
in lerms ofdarity. organization. and etfecrivenessm
1X/IfIllIIJlIicideu..
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Appendix 8-9: Checklist of Social Studies Learning Outcomes
Social SlUdies Learning Qull:omn
NameofStudent: _
The student:
Dale: _
I. Can identify and explain !he rights and responsibilities of
individual citizens in a local national and gIobaJ context.
2. Unde1stands the tOOCqltS of &wIom.. equalily. human
dignily, justice. aDd civic rights and rnponsibilities.
3. Can take age appropriate actions to demonstrate~r
rnpomibilities as citizens.
4. Can describe how pcrsptttivcs influcnct" the ways in which
e,<pcrienccsareinlefllmtd.
5. Can discuss how and why stereotyping. prejudice.
discrimination. and pressures to conform can emerge and
how they affcctan individual.
6. Can identify causes. consequences. and possible
solutions 10 univena.l human righlS and other ~1CC1ed
global issues.
7. Can plan and evaluate age-appropriale actions 10 suppon
peace and suslainabilily in an inlcrdcpcncknl world.
8. Can identify and describe how people mate places Ihat
Rfkct hwnan needs. values. and Nkas.
9. Can mcuch and describe Ilistorical evenlS and ideas from
diffmnl pcTSpC'Ctivn.
[0. Can identify and compare evenlS of the past to the presenl
in order 10 make informed. creative decisions about important
issues.
Adapted from C. Barrington', (\991) A thematic IjlI!DJU'S unjt· dt;vslopjns
chil4m!" undrntan4ins ofculnJf£. cultun..l identity and diyms cultun..l pmpssrivn. Thesis:
Memorial Lini\onSily of l C"foundland.
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Appendix B·' 0: Self and Group Evaluation Fonn
Student's Name" _ Oatc: _
Activity: _
Rate your perfonnance in this activity on the following scale:
5 = Excellent 4: Good 3 = Fair 2 = Poor
I contributed my ideas to the group.
I asked others for their ideas and encouraged
them [0 participale.
I stayed on task.
[ did my share of the work.
My perfonnance should be rated as
Group Evalultion:
Using the same rating scale as above. rate your group.
Our group worked hard.
Everyone"s ideas were respected.
The work was shared fairly.
The quality ofour final product should be rated as
Comments:
I = Unsatisfaclory
5 4 3 2 I
5 4 2 I
5 4 2 1
5 4 2 1
5 4 2 1
5 4 2 1
5 4 2 1
5 4 2 I
5 4 2 1
Adapted from C. Barrington's (1998) A thematic litmW uni,. devc:lopjng
childm! '$ un4mlanding ofculrurs cultural ider:rity and divs'¥ culnHJ! peCiQCCtivSs_ Thesis:
Memorial Univmity of Newfoundland.
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Appmdix 8-\1: Sample lctta 10 PamiU
"*,-----
o...P~
Wc_bcgImatIJ~uruto:.><plannlllOCl&llllJustlCC;nID;laln::spoftllbdlty.Tbo:purpo5I:o(tlus"'l5\(l
IRJUSticesor ...luch~3CCa",=.Thclhcmc\Oolnbe$l.u4icd~·radlnl;wln:spondingIOH-~orcluldn:n",
litcnwR:. TIwwpo,t the llCXI SC\cn/ ...ccb.MlIdmls ...iIIbccomclllllnCr'lol:d inlil=ture rOCll'$lllJon$la\l:r')"nl.
lhc HoloaIa\. ThactWlotopK:!i¥e ranullMlOmIlImlsand the"'JUSUCC$InIl~uponlhcUa\ClI w1llckv.''''111
be~lOwdcllta.~·~OIl.IlI5'onc:lIIpcrspx:u~~ltl5lhcapClCUtlOllN.ucbu"'lUbq:tnlO
rclacthc$eIu.slonc~\(lCllfTalttSSllClltha51udaltSlMl-"'llnCUlllthc_,orOllIhc~
1115~lba~(lUteId_oCthc_cbQll~(lUl"dIdd'lradinBli5t\(lmllRtha~0lI01ppr0'1-e
ofthedlOKClIlr~'(lU~·c~·dlrr.cul~\Oo1\hsomcoCthc~ll)lI5cho5cnrorSludYYOllWluldm.1loc;lll
~ntnlCntr.od.iso;l,w~"'llh~ourcbllcl'lladlcr.Othmo.'I5C.1\\OoouldbebcncrlClalror~(lUlOdikusslhcl$lUCS
presented UI the litcratwe "1m \'our cluld, SlHc~ "ant d;mf~i1uonor maN: InronllatlOll mill ~-ou m.lI~' be i1bk to
Yourrccdbacltmd~lIIlhcllllC:Slftll:llo(~ourdul,fs ...cdts\'~VIIpOIUrll\(l~ourdllkhprvgn:ss:ll
:a~:lI:ld ...rucr.
Yrudlild"ste:ar:bcr
"'ppendi~ C: ResollTCes for tcacheTs
C·I· Additional Learning Resources
C-2 • Suggesled Readings for Holocaust LitCT'llture
C-3 • Suggested Reading for Sla~ LittT&ture
C-I· Liseful Web Sites for Tcaching Sociallnjustlces
C-S· Alticles from tbc Univma.l D'C'claration of Human Rights
(-6. Professional Journals useful for Studies ofChildKn"s and
AdolescenlLiterature
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Appendix C·I: Additional Learning Resources
Bishop. Claire Huchet.. (1952). Twenty and Ten. New York: Scholastic Inc.
A wonderful story set in rural France during the Nazi occupation during
WWII about a brave nun and twenty of her young wards who hide ten Jewish
children. Full of suspense. this ;s a wonderful book for introducing the
Holocaust to young readers. (Holocaust: prejudice. discrimination)
Boas. Jacob. (1995). We Are WilDesser Five Piaries ofTeenagers Who pied in Ihe
~. New York: Scholastic
Jewish teenagers David. Yitzhak. Moshe. Eva, and Anne all kept diaries and
were all killed in Hitler's death camps. These are their stories. in their own
words. Author Jacob Boas. a Holocaust survivor. incorporales his own
commentary using excerpts from each diary to personalize history and to
compare individual experiences. (Holocaust prejudice. discrimmation.
violations of human rights)
Carbone. Elisa. (1998). Stealing Freedom. New York: Knopf.
Separated from her family by her master and shipped ofTas a housemaid., AM
Maria Weems. a 12 year old slave. learns something about independence and
about love before the opponunity for escape arrives. A white man risks his
life for Ann. cuts her hair shon. dresses her like a boy. and launches her on
her journey on the Underground Railroad to Canada. her family. and finally to
freedom. This is a fictionalized account of Ann Maria Weems' extraordinary
\40
life. (Slavery: prejudice. discrimination)
Collier, J.L.. & Collier, C. (1981), Jump Ship to freedom. New York: Bantam
Doubleday Dell.
The second book in the Arabus family saga finds young Daniel trying to
retrieve the notes that ensure his and his mother's freedom. until he is forced
aboard a boat and headed for certain slavery in the West Indies. (Slavery:
prejudice, discrimination).
Filipovic. Ziala. (I994).~, New York: Penguin.
In September 1991. shortly before: war broke out on the streets of Sarajevo.
II·year-old Ziala Filipovic began to keep a diary. In a voice both innocent and
wise. she ,,'rote of the horrors of war-the deaths of friends. a shonage of
food., and days spent in fear-and issued a compelling plea for peace that has
moved parents and children. and will continue: to awaken the conscience,
(War: prejudice. discrimination).
Fox.. Paula. (1973). The Slave OilOq:r. New York: Yearling.
Kidnapped by the crew of an Africa-bound ship, thinttn·year-old Jessie
Bollier discovers to his honor thai he is on the slaver Thl! :\tkxmllKhl. bound
for the coast of Africa. Hisjob is 10 play his fife for the exercise periods of me
human cargo so they can retain some muscle tone. Jessie encounters the
unspeakable on this journey that almost costs him h.is life. (Slavery: violations
orhuman rights)
Frank.., Anne. (1993). The Q;aryo(a Young Girl. New York: Bantam.
\4'
Her marvelously detailed. engagingly personal entries chronicle 25 trying
months ofclaustrophobic, quarTelsome intimacy with her parents, sister. a
second family. and a middle.aged dentist who has linte lolerance for Anne's
vivacity. Anne Frank's remarkable diary has since become a world classic - a
powerful reminder of the horrors of war and an eloquent testamenlto the
human spirit. (Holocaust: prejudice. discrimination),
Frank. Anne. (1994). Tales from the Secre! Annex, New York: Bantam.
This compilation is a complete collection of Anne Frank's lesser-kno","ll
writings-short Stories. fables. personal reminiscences and an unfinished
novel~omposcdduring her seclusion from the Nazis during World War II.
These writings reveal the astonishing range of Anne's wisdom and youthful
imagination. An invaluable companion to Diary of a Young Girl. (Holocaust
prejudice. discrimination).
Hansen, Joyce. (1991), I Though! My Soul Woyld Rise and fly: The Diary ofParsy a
~. New York: Scholastic.
Twelve-year-old Patsy keeps a diary of the ripe but confusing time following
the end of the Civil Wu and the granting of freedom to former slaves. This
novel stands out in character development, accurate historical details. and
interesting subplots about southern life during this era. The diary entries
combined with the rich historical informalion in the back oflhe book inform
as lhey enlenain. (Slavery: prejudice. discrimination)
Hunnencc. Belinda. (1997). Slavery Tjme when I wa'j aChjIJun. New York: PlUlomel
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Books.
This book shows many aspects ofplanlation life as seen through the eyes of
men and women who ....'ere children when slave~' came to an end. in 1865.
The IWr.ltives renect a ...-ariety of eltperiences: here: ate youngsters. male and
female. some who suffered great cruelty. others who did not and many with
stories of family separation. An imponant look at slavery from primal)'
sources. presenting a vivid picture orhre in bondage. (prejudice.
discrimination)
Kaplan. William. (1998). One More Border. Toronto: Groundwood Books.
The Holocaust is a complex topic that cannot be understood in a vacuum.
Knowledge of how difficult it was to leave Europe in the late I930's clarifies
the Nazi entrapment or the Jews. This compelling picture book depicts the
true story of one middle class family who banered evel)' penny in eltchange
for the right to travel across Russia to Japan. and finally to Canada. Stephen
Taylor's poignant illu..trations are interspersed with archival pholOgraphs.
maps. and historical sidebars. Teachers who cover the Holocaust should
definitely include this book in their curriculum. (Holocaust: prejudice.
discrimination)
Lester, Julius. (Reprinted 1997). Long Journey Home. New York: Puffin.
The African-American slaves in these six stories. based on actual people and
events. ate brought vividly to life by Lester's gifted storytelling. The book
focuses on those individuals who. though less well known. pklyed a.,
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important part in African-American history. (Slavery: prejudice.
discrimination)
Lyons. Mary. ( 1992). LeueCi from a Slave Girl' The Story o[ Harriet Jacobs. New
York: Aladdin.
Harriet Jacobs was born enslaved In Edenton. North Carolina. In 1813. For
seven years she hid in a garret before escaping to the North in 1842. The
leum, addressed to her dead or absent relatives. provide a moving account of
her growing-up years, her longing [or freedom. and her love [or her [amily
Harrie"s experiences ponray the dehumanizing effects of slavery. panicularly
on women. (Slavery: prejudice. discrimination. violations o[human rights)
Maw. Carol. (1996).~. Richmond Hill. ON: Scholastic Canada ltd.
The only member oCher family to survive the Second World War. fifteen-
year-old Ruth returns to her village. only 10 find that everything has changed
and joins ~Brichah,~ an underground organization that helps people get to
Palestine. (Holocaust: prejudice. discrimination).
McGill. Alice. &. Soentpiet, Chris K.. illustratoc. (1999),~. Boslon.
MA: Houghton Mifflin Company.
This fictionalized biography traces Molly Bannaky's life from indentured
servant to Maryland land owner-including her marriage to the African slave
she bought and freed. With her husband BanrW.')·. Molly turned a one-room
cabin in the wilderness into a thriving one hundrtd-acre (ann. (Sla..-ery:
prejudice).
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McKissack, Patricia C.. & McKissack. Frederick l. (1994). ·Christmas in Bjg House
Christmas jn the Ou;trters. New York: Scholastic Inc.
This poignant, heanwarming book rich in historical detail and careful
research describes the customs. recipes, poems. and songs used to celebrate
Chrisnnas in the big plantation houses and in the slave quanersjust before the
Civil War. (Slavery: prejudice. discrimination).
PolaccD. Patricia. (2000).~. New York: Philomel Books.
This touching picture book describes the true story ofPolocco's Aunt
Monique whose mOlher bid Jewish families during the Nazi occupation.
(Holocaust: prejudice. discrimination).
Reiss. Johanna. (1972). The UPStairs Room. New York: Scholastic Inc.
A Dutch Jewish girl describes the two-and-one-half years she spent in hiding
in the UpstaIrs bedroom ora farmer's house during World War II. (Holocaust:
prejudice, discrimination),
Ruby. Lois. (1994). Steal Awa..· Home. New York: Aladdin.
While her family is restoring an old house in Lawrence. Kansas. 12.year-ol.d
Dana discovers the diary of a Quaker woman whose family shelteml. runaway
slaves on the Underground Railroad. Alternating chapters weave historical
reality into modem times. (Slavery: prejudice. discrimination).
Stepto. Michele. (1994). OUr Song Our Toil· The Story o(American Slavery as Told
~. New York Scholastic.
This compact book does an excellent job of recounting the story of American
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slavery as seen through the eyes of its victims. In excerpts from narratives.
autobiographies. and other historical documents. former slaves speak for
themselves. recounting the indignities and cruelties they endured under
slavery as well as the sweetness and opportunity of freedom. [nlcrwov.:n with
historical facts. powerful and emotional testimonials from enslaved persons
recall experiences in a cruel and unjusisystem. (Slavery: prejudice.
discrimination, violations of human rights)
Smucker. BaJbara (1978). Underground to Canada.. Toronto: Puffin.
Two slave girls escape from a plantation near Vicksburg. Mississippi. and
steal toward Canada on the Underground Railroad. A siory ofcourage and
friendship. joy and sorrow. (Slavery: prejudice. discrimination. violation of
human rights).
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Appendix C-2: Suggested Readings for Holocaust Literature
Adler. David A. (1995). Child ofthe Wur.'WW Ghetto. New York: Holiday House.
Adler. David A. C1987), The num/n!r un my Grandfather'.f arm. New York: Union of
American Hebrew Congregations.
Adler, David A. (1993). A picture hook ofAnne Frank. New York: Holiday House.
Adler. David & Bloom. L.. iIIUS1ralor.( 1995). One yellow daffodil: u Hanukkah .flOry.
San Diego. CA: Gulliver Books.
Adler, David A. (1989). We remember Ihe Ho/ocau.u. New York: Henry Holl
Altschuler. David (1978). HIller'.\' wU.HJgulnsf the.!ew.\'. New York: Behnnan House.
Arnold, c.. and Silverstein. H. (1985). Anll ...Sem;II,\'m: A nwJern per.ypt:c:II'Ve. New
York: Julian Messner.
Auerbacher. Inge (1986). I um u .uur: ('h,ld nfthe Holocau.!". New York: Prentice
Hall.
Baldwin, Margaret (1981). (he hoy.,' who .wNed the children. New York: J. Messner.
Bat-Ami. Miriam (1999). T..w .fUn.f In (he .flcy. New York: Front StreetfCricket.
Bentsch. Peasl (1991). To 'IIW'Il/Ulsh the dragon. New York: Feldheim.
Bembaum, Israel. (1985). My brother \ keeper: The H(J/OCUU.ft thmuKh the t'yt'.f ofun
arll.ft. New York: G.P. Purnam's Sons.
Bishop. Claire Huchet (1988). Twenry and len. New York: Puffin Books.
Binon·Jack$on., Livia (1997). / have Ii~d u IhowunJ years: Growing up In lhe
Holocuust. New York: Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers.
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Bunting, Eve (1989). Temble Thmg.~: An aliegoryvflhe HoJOCUlLfl. Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society.
Chaikin. Miriam (1981). A fllghtmare In II/story: The Holocaust. 1933·/9·6 New
York; Clarion Books.
Droker, Maika (1993). Jacob '.f reKue. New York: Bantam.
Finkelstein, Norman (198S). Remember nut t%rgel. New York: Franklin Watts.
Flinker, Moshe (1971). rOlIfl,2 ,,"Ivshe \ cJwry: The .I'plrlluaf /Urment ofa Jewl.~h hoy
In N'd Europe. Jerusalem: Yad Vashem
Friedman. Ina (1985). fsc:upe or die. New York: lB. Lippincon,
Friedman. Ina (1990). The miter vlctlmx. Boston, MA: Houghton Mimin
Gies. Miep (1987). Anne Frank remembered: The .~Iury of/he woman who hl!lped
hide the F"mJc Family. New York: Simon and Schuster.
Ginsburg, Marvell (1983). The tUIIIKWd Torah. New York: Union of American
Hebrew Congregation.
Greenfield. Howard (1993). The hIdden chIldren. New York: Ticknor & Fields.
Herman, Erwin, &: Heman. Agnes (1985). The Yunuv Tl)I'oh. Rockville. MD: I(ar.
Ben Copies.
Hest. Amy (1990). The ring und the wmJow .feul. New York: Scholastic.
Hoestlandt. Jo (1995). ."lIar of/ear..ftar o/hope. New York: Walker and Co.
I never saw another bUllcrjly: Chile/ren 's drawmgs und poemsfrom TherestenstuJt
ConcentratlQn (·ump. 194]·19.j4. (1993). rs ed. New York: Schocken.
lnnocenti, RobeTto (1985). Rose Blanche. Mankato, MN: Creative Education.
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House.
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Levitin, Sonia (1993). Jvurney If) Amer/cu. New York.: Atheneum.
Marrin, Albert (1987). Hiller. New York: Viking Kestrel.
Matas. Carol (1996). Aft!!.r Ihe war. New York.: Simon & Schuster.
Matas, Carol (1993). Damef·...· Swry. New York: Scholastic inc.
Matas. Carol (1997). The (ian/en. New York.: Simon & Schuster Books for Young
Readers.
Mell2er. Milton (1976). NI!Vftr 10ff)~el. New York: Harper and Row.
Meltzer. Milton (1988). Re.w:ue: The .flury tJ[htJw (j~nl/I~~ .'laVed JI:W.~ In the
Holocaust. New York: Harper & Row.
Mochizuki, Ken. & Lee. D.. illustrator. (1997). P(Js.\·all~ 10 freedom: The SUlllhara
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AlefDesign Group.
Sihon, Faye (1991), Ofher(H!!f. Jwo1c.'t and he/doom.f, PhillUklphia. PA: Jewisll
?ublication Society.
Suhl. Yuri (1973). Uncle Ml.f!la'.f pant.wn.f. New York: Four Winds Press.
Vos.lda(I991). Hldeund.feefc. Bafton, MA: Houghton Mimin.
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Appendix C·3: Suggested Reading for Slavery literature
Coles. R. & Ford, G., illustrator. (1995). The :J,"UI'Y ofRuby Bridge.f. New York:
Scholastic.
Collier, J.L. &. Collier. C. (I99S). With ellery I1mp nfh/ow. New York: Delacone.
Edwards. P.O. &. Cole, H.. illustrator. (1998). Bure/om: 1:.·.~cupe un the underground
ratlroad. New York: HarperCollins.
Forrester, S. (I99S). SoundtheJljhllee. New York: Lodestar.
Gorrell. Gena K. (1996). NfHth.ftrurujreedom. New York: Delacone.
Greene. Meg (2000). SIC/11ft young..f/ave fling. Minneapolis. MN: Lerner Publishing.
Hansen, Joyce (1994), The cupl/lle. New York: Scholastic Inc.
Hennence. B (1991). Slavery 11m/!: When I Wei," chi/lim. New York: Putnam.
Hopkinson. Deborah (1999). Hund ofunKek New York: Simon &.
SchusterfAtheneumiAnne Schwartz-
King, Wilma (2000). ('",ldren oflhe emancIpatIOn. Minneapolis. MN: L..:mer
Publishing.
Knapp. Sawyer K. (1997). Tht! underground rat/road In Amt!r;can hIStory. New York:
Enslow.
McKissack. Patricia C. (1997). A ptcture offreedom: The diaryofClmee. u .v/crve
girl, Be/mont PlantatIOn. Virgima. /1/89. New York: Scholastic.
McKissack. Patricia C.• and McKissack.. Frederick L (1996). Rebel.v against !ffcrvery.
New York: Scholastic Inc.
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Meyer. Carolyn (1993). White Lllact. Ne..... York: UarcouniGulliver.
Miller, W. & Lucas, C.• illustrator. (1995). Frederick Doug/au: The taJi dayuf
sluvery. New York: Lee &:. low.
Myers. W.O. (1998). Ammw: A lung roodtufret!tlum. New York: Dunon.
Rabe. Berniece (1997). ''''''In!! Mr..\,/c,....fulty. New York: Harcoun.
Rc:edt:r. Carol (1991). Ac:Nl.u the Ime.~. New York: Simon &. Schuster/Atheneum.
Rinaldi. Ann ( 1996). Hung u thou.wmd tree.\' wllh rlhhf)Tl.~: The .~lury ufl'hllli.l
Wlleui/tty. New York: Harcoun.
Rabinet. Hamet Gillem (1998). Flirly Ut.:re.~ un" muybeu muk Ne....- York: Simon &.
SchusterlAtheneum.
Xhrocder. Alan. &. PinkC)', J., illuslralor. (1996). Mmt.v: r1.~/uryufyuuny. Humel
Tubmun. New York: Dial Books for Young Readers.
Smith. John D. (1996). meld 'llfJICf!.fjrom recrJflsmx:tlQlt, IX65·/R77. New York
Millbrook.
Stolz. M. &. Martinez.. S.• illustrator. (1997). '" ba//udu/lhe ("tVlllI'ur. New York:
Harp::rColiins.
Taylor. Mildred D. (I99S). Tll~ wdl: DuVlJ\ slur.v. New York: Dial.
Thomas, Velma M. (1997). l.c,{1 we/orgel. New York: Cro\\-TI.
Tillage, Leon W., & Roth. S. L. (1997). Leun ·,u,ory. New York: farrar. Straus &
Giroux.
Turner. Glennctte T. & Byrd., S.• illustrator. (1994). Runnlflg/(}rourlive~·. New
York: Holiday.
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Van Steenwyk. E. &: Famswonh. B., illustrator. (1997). IWy name I.t York. Flagstaff.
AZ.: Nonhland.
Waller. Mildred P. (1996). &conJ Jaughter: The .~tury olu stuve X/ri. New York:
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Appendix C4: Useful Web Sites for Teaching Social Injustice
The following list ofURLs is a mere sample of web sites available to teachers and
students during an examination of social injustice.
Soc:illl.jllStitts Sites
www udhr_orgllJDHRludhr htm • Universal Declaration of Human Rights
bnpilwww.hrusa.orw'. Human Rights Resource Center
wwwjndianaedu/==eric reclbkstatI3ex.html. Social Ethics and Political Morality:
Teaching Values through Teaching Literature
hnp-lfwww.oowernpcomau/::.dmcclyrelprogr.htm • Progrcssive SlulT
hnQ"l/www_jgc aoc.orgljeanvhgplaetifl995.aeti.issue.hun!· An End to Intolerance.
HoIoaust Sites
www.remerober.orgIguideJHjslOry.root.orefhtm!· The Music of the Holocaust
bnp:!/fcit_coedu.usfesiutholocaust/defaulthtm· A Teacher's Guide \0 the Holocaust
hnpi/mason.gmu edyl-vphahrni!5lindex.html - The Holocaust· Disturbing pictures of
victims and mass graves. Teachcrs will want to look at this site before
allowing students' acccss.
hup·!lhaven.iQS.coml-kimeI19!ooetry.html- Shoah Remembrance
hnp~lffcjt coedu usfedutholocaWjtla£[ivityiplansl/people htm - Holocaust Activities
hUQ"liwww.ushmmorWeducatjolllchjJdren.html - Children and the Holocaust
http~lIrememberofglcylinks htrnl • Holocaust Learning links
~
hnpi!www bjomphy.comtfindl- Biograpfty offamous Slam
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hnppwww poeTS orgll ITJPOEMDbuRheQ4.htrn - The Academy of American Poets-
Poetry Elthibits
httppwww.sP.nacUS.schoolncl.co·ykllJSAslaverv.htm • The Spartucus Internet
Encyclopaedia· USA Slavery
hnn:llwww.undergroundrr comfabolition.hrml ~ African American AbolitionislS
http://lcwetl'·loc.gov/ammemfwwintrolwpamap.hlml.NegrolifeonaFann
hnp"Jlwww.ohio.netl-mhs/humanrinotes5.htm • Strategies to End Slavery
http"!/www.cr·nps.goy/nr!underground.antislav him· Antislavery Movement
http://wwwsdcQekl._QuslscoreJslavetslavetg.html. SCORE: To Ik a Siave-
Teacher Guide
hnp"lIwww Spa03C"s5fhoolnct co !!k/1JSAslaveryblm. USA Slavery
hnp:l/\......""'" gennanlQwn.kp j!.usfhtrollRAILRQAD htTDl- Slavery
hupJ/www sdcoe.kl '.ca.us{score!s;jvwnov/civilwar)5 him! • Civil War
Child,,"', nd Adolnttftl lilcnttl~Sitts
http"l/wwwala Ql'g!B00!5Linksi - Book Links
hup-1fwww ac$.us:alnary C!!:9kbro~J1 • Children"s Literature Web Guide
hnp:lI_ UlDaoi!oha cakmtinde3 hun! -CM: Canadian Review or Materials
hnp·llwww rcadingon!;ne orgt - Reading Online
hnp:l!\VW\'I.unm edul-lhendr' - Children's Literature: A Guide to the Criticism
hnp·'lwww carplhum.comi- Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site
hnp·l/gholar Ijb.yt.eduldownalslALANfalilJ):Jsyjew.html -.'\LAN Review Online
hnp:/IW'Iolo'W rcthinkingschools·org'SpecPubfC1snns.hun - Rethinking Our Classrooms:
An Urban Educational Journal Online
hnp:llwww_randornhouse.comlteacherst· Teachers at Random House
hnp:l/www.unac.orgtteachersl- Teacher's Box Resource Center
hnp·lIteacher.scholastic.cominewszonelinde:u.<;p. Scholastic News Zone
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Appendix C·5: Articles Bdaph.:d from the Universal Declaration onluman RiChlS
Anic~ I I AU humlllbel"iI"cborn {ra: ..... equ.I mdlgnll} lIIIdflllhl' 1'111:) lfI:end<w.cd "'Ih Il:ISOO 111 COO11ftmCe llIlddlooldlCllOl'lWdlooc
lIllOlhcr."aspinlofbrol.llcrhood
Ar1ifle 1 I EI'Cf)ooc l~e"llllcdtollll""'lllht'll!d r.<:«Ioo"1<-1 fOl1h"l th,.[),:clwallOlI. \\lIhouc ll'SluIWOOOra~·~ll1d.~uc:"u 'lIIX.tolou•• IC~.
l"'Il~ .•chllion.poIilic.l.or04IlcrOllmlOll.IIlIIIOl..lorilOCla'Of'lIln.p.opcn),h,"horOiIlcrSialus
Arllc~ J I E\'ef}on~ hIS Ih~ fight 10 hr~. Ioben)' alld KCUOly ofpcr~'
A"'ic~" I NOOlllllhl1l be hcldiusllH'f} Uf w:nl"odc:, ~1.1'Cf) a"d the ~Iale Itldc:shalllM: Illulnblial In III 1M" fornlS
A.lide S I Noooc lhall be: sub,/llttal 10 lortllrc or 10 crvo:l. lllhun...' Of dcllflduIllln:m1Cl11 Uf pIllll.hull'lli
Anir~6 I EICf)'oocha.IMnllhll"r«OIl'1,IIOIIclcf}"hcrcl.apo:tl'Ollb.:fOlclhcl.w
Anirle? I All IfI: c'lUll1 bc:forclh; II" l"d ••eclIullaI",tbout ...,~ d'!iC'"'llllllllonto."l",IIIllIl<cIIOl,rXlho:l."
"nklell I NOOllOllhIUbc.lIbj«laltulIrb,I'1f} QlTCSI.dcl<'llllOlI,CIrc"lc
Anklt' I EICf)(lflCII<'IIIlIIodk>.r.lIlnclp"bIlClnal~· ... intpuu.IWlIfI
""kle 10 I f.n'f}OI,cchltj,'Cd""hlcrtllu,,.lolTc'KCh.Slhc.illhilObcpll"Slll'lCdulllOCCIII "..ulllrO\'C"Il",II~ lICCOld'ulI1Ulall tII.pubhcl"al
"nldrll 1 f.1Cf)"llChllIfl'llII«liono(lhc:I.".llltll,;l"'ICffer.'nCCurlhcItJll"~Janlll).honlC,OInl... llS"dl lISalllCh UpOll thclrbonou. 01
'CpIllllllOll
Artlde 11 I EICf}OlIC hili the "l:I"IIl n\OIC rltel) bel\\o:.:" co..n"...._. 1il~1~1. ~,>d 1",lIUKCI a~ \\~II u IIIl.: .iJ;ll1ltllc~\·~ IIll COIll1ll). "ICIUlli"H Ihelf 0\\'''.
andlhc"lIhllo.~...umlnthalc"",lll')·
A..,leleIJ I E\Cf)OI.... hl'llhc:nllhlloscc~.dllJo'Crrolllpcl"S<'l::Ullon'nOlhl:reOUr1lncs
Article'" IF.ICf)"""hl'lthl:n!:Nlo.nallOf\lhl)
Anlcle I~ I Menlfld \0011.,11 \Oho ..~oflcll.I.1lC.,C ....'lllkd10 1lI"1') ........I~. rlll"l) AI \OclI,,,":,, anll"oo'1CI1Ifeo;tll .. lcdlocq".. Ughllas 10
nl/lffllll~ ~Ild marriage .11lI1IlK: eillefcd "'loon') "1111 l11e f,cc 1IM11 rull e""SCIll ortlle ,,"e,!dlllg SplllISC~ Tho; (amil~ IS til<: n~1U••1~lId
rUlldallle"I.1 1lI00lpUOil ofl'OClCl) 1lI1dIS cnlillcd 10lIf0l""I'onb~ IIOC....I) ~lId Ihe Stlllc
Elef}OllCh'llhcnl;htloO\\nprop..'fI~ .loncu\\c1las 1I1ihOlhas
EI'~f}lIn~ hD~ Ihl: "Ilhll" frc.'IloIn "flhol,ghl. eOllSCIl:llCC aml.ehllIOlI. Ih,~ "11I" IlIclmlcs lic.:lloln 10 chanJ><: h' ••ellg'on ur ""hef.•lId fta:t!OIIl.
c,thcralolICOfi"lhcC<lfllmunll~ \\,lhtllhcrs ..... mpubIOCOfllf".Il:.tod.,:nlOt'>ltllcllllrchgiOl'orb.:llCfmlclCh1ll1l.plDCUcc:.1I0l.hill .....
ob1cn ..lCe
A..,lell' III I EI~f)u"l: hDS lIoc "!;Ill III rr~....J.Mll OrO/,inlOlI """ C'I"~.IIOI'. Ih,~ "ghl mciUlkI frCC<lou, to hold OIllnlflll~ ""hU1l1 u'lerf~.....,ncc aud to I«~.
rCl:C""lI1dl'l'noni..forrlllllllll\.,vJldca~llIr""gIIall)""",,,Ia
Al1kle 19 I Elel)OllC has lhe nHhllo frCl.'doon o(.,.:-e~f\ll.~5(mbl), ..1d u~'~lion Ilooc,e" 110 olle nUIY be req"lred 10 belonlllO IlllSSOC11l1UI1
Ankk JO I F.,~one hilt the "J>hl1O lillie pIr1 In 11M: I:O'-emmrnl ofh.s eOllllll), dorccll)" or Ih,OIl~ fr«ly dlll5(n 'CJlfCKlUU'-CS E,'~one MIIIM: ril;hllo
equDll«CSllO publll: 5Cn.ee III h.~ eUUlIII)' Tbi: ".11 ofltll: peopk shill be tile bI"lof1h: 1Ul000ly olthe I:O'cmnlf;lll, In OIhn "onk, I
O"...lOC..lll:p'OCnl
Article JI I t::I't'I)'llOlC hlsthc: r1shtlo "OIL, 10 frr;ll: d~e ofenlplo)ulC'I\, lo JUliI,v1d f.'OlUlble ""ldlUoo~or"OfL IIIll IOprOiOClioll allainM
LlllCIIlplo)nll:nl F.,~one, .. ilboul aJI)' d,scrin'WlIIOn, his lhe 01)1II 10 o;-qu#I~ rOl" equal "orl. As "dl, ~,'~onc:hallhc: ril;hllo foon 01" jOin
1radeunionlrOl"lheproleehooorhl.intC'f~'
Artlde JJ I E,-t'I)onc h•• lho.: rishlto (CSI and Ic,~. Includmll r~"OIl.ble 111lHIalioo of"OI"L'1I1l lIo"u .nd periodic: boIida)'. \11th pay.
Artlde U I E"et)one 1w.1ll: nght lOa IllIndl,1l ofb'mllUqlllle for 11M: hc:.111l and "dl-benlll orlNm.c:lf lI1dofhll r.'11I1)·, _"Kling rood, dOlh,nll,
hou.mlllndnlCllbealu,eandlw:eeU,III)·socialsenll:ct,.r1dllM:rillhlI05C("WIl)"nlhee'clltorlllll;1llplu)"'l...t,.id.",,~.,diSllb,li.)\
"LdoIIhood,old.lleorOlhe(lKkofh,chhoodincirC"III'lllIlcCl~undhl~cOOlrol MOIhc,hoodarnlchildhood.recntill..,dtOS/lCClalcarel.nd
.uillanec All clllldrm. "hdhC'f born In .. 011I of"udlock Ih.U """'·Ihe: ....1I: sne'll protection
ArtKlt J4 I E"cl)on<: hillhe nghllol'ducilion f.duellioo shall be r,c&:, * least in lhe: dl,nclIllll) 1111I fundlillCllllllta~ Educatlon ....ll belll/«kd l(I
lbl'rlllllk"CIopIlM:lIlofthelLlIIlllUllM:'lOIll1hllalldtolhcWClIlllhenillllof,clI'cclrorhlll11lnrillhllllJlllrUlidamcntalrreedonll.ltlhalll'lUIllOlI'
..1derllandll111, lokrantc and fncnd,lup -K RIliO"I, uel.IUI rchllillus I:"OUPI A, licit parenll hale lllIiot ..ghliO choose lhe k,nd of
educlMllll\lhllsIWlbell"a'hltllCl,chlldren
Arllfll J~ I E,cr)'01'~ hal 11M: ughl 10 f'e~I" PllrllC,pPI~ In \hi: fllliU,al life Oflh~ COll1I11IlI1lI), III ~11JU) lhc liltS alld 11IIhlll'e 111 KIC"ufic 1d"IIM:en1Clli and ill
bencf,.. I:'~oncIw lhi: rigl~ 10.he plOlecl1OO orille morll.,,11 m.ltTlII ,"IcrcMI'Clulhllll frOll1l1ly KICllUIk,lttcrl'}' Of arti.lK: production
of"hidlhe ISlhe .....1ror
ArdfllJ' 1Elt'I)OllllllllldlillCliollM:cOlllllUlIlII>loenlblcthcfllllil(;,eIOlllloenlofllllpc'l<l<Iahl)'U11I"»SlbIe
AI1IrIl J1 1NOIh'll1l1ll tllli OecllrlllOl' 1111)' be llIk:tp1ClOO III mtpl)lnll for .,~. SI.te, group UI .,.:'_ aJI)'IIyh!lo Cl'l>lge In 1rl)'llC,i'I\)'OII0 pcrrQm' III)
llCl.lI1lCdlllhe: .....lluClioooll,1) mlhe"l;hr,lIl11f'«doIII'1CI fllrlhh;rcm
Adaplc.:d from lhc.: lJn;vt;rsallkclaralion oflh!lDlID Rights (1948) Ibund on April 15, :!OOO al
wwwudhrll[WlJDIIR/ydhrhlm!.
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Appendix C-6:
Professional Journals useful for Studies ofChildren'jli and Adolescent Literature
AU.NR~Vlew
\11\ K~nyonRoad
Urbana, It 60611
Assembly on literature for Adolescents
National Council ofTeachers of English (Three issues per year. Offers
articles and reviews of new books for middle and high school Sludents).
Hook l.mlu: C()nnectm~B'J(/Ic.~. !.Ibrcme.\" amI ('hl.umtJms
50 East Huron Street
Chicago. 11.60611
American Library Association (Six issues per year. Well-researched anicles
that contain thematic bibliographies on curriculum topics).
Rullelm ofrhe ('t!nter for Children'" RlJnks
Univcnlty of Illinois at Chicago
University of Illinois Press
1325 South Oak Street
Chicago,IL61820
Center for Children's Books (Eleven issues per year. Dependable reviews of
approximately 75 new children's titles in each issue).
Can(l(lian Children ',( [,/leralure
Depanment of English
University or Guelph
Guelph, ON N1(j 2W)
Canadian Children's Press/Canadian Children's Literature Association
(Quanerly. Book reviews and critical essays about Iitcrat~ wrincn for
Canadian children).
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Hom Book ,\;faga=me
11 Beacon Street. Suite 100
Boston. MA 02108-3704
Hom Book Inc. (Six issues per year. Includes reviews ofchildren's books and
lengthier, in-depth anicles on many aspects ofchildten's literature:. Indexed in
library Literature and Cumnt Index to Journals in Education).
l.anguuge ...lru
111\ Kenyon Road
Urbana. IL 60611
National Council of Teachers of English (Eight issues per year. Each issue is
on a theme related to children's literature. with a lengthy analysis of books
and interviews with authors)
New AdvocCJf~
480 Washington Street
Norwood. MA 02062
Christopher-Gordon Publishers. (Quarterly. Ankles and book reviews by
leachel'l and scholars in education in the field ofchildren's literature).
Th,. !?('(Kling Tl!ucher
800 Barl.sdale road. Box 8139
Newark, DE 19114-8139
Intemational Reading Association and International Council for the
Improvement of Reading {Eight issues per year. Contains applications of
r~arch and leaching stTategie~ for elementary schoolteacher~. plus a column
of reviews ofchildren's books.
ResourceLmlcs
P_O. Box 9
Pouch Cove, NF AOA 3LO
COWlCil for Canadian Learning Resources (Five issues per year. Reviews
children's and adolescent Canadian literature by Canadian reviewers).
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SchnoJ L,hrary./nurnal
P.O. Box 2606
Boulder. CO 80322-2606
Boulder, CO (Twelve iMues per year. Article; plu.o; rcy;e~ ofa large number
of new publications listed by grade and subject Reviews are shon and offer
one reviewer's opinion).
Teuchmg and I.earmng 1.lterUfUN! wIth rhildren unJ rfllmg Adull!~ (/',.1,/./.)
Essmont Publishins
P.O. Box 186
Rrandon, VT 03733 (Five issues per year. Suggest'i activities using books 10
integrate curriculum and literature studies in the classroom)



